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Kurzfassung
Optische Spiegel werden in Diagnostiken von Fusionsreaktoren eingesetzt, um Licht
durch die das Plasma umgebenden Strukturen zu leiten. Mit zunehmender Baugro¨ße,
Reaktorleistung und Plasmabrenndauer erho¨hen sich dabei die Anforderungen an die
Spiegel verglichen mit aktuell realisierten Systemen und es kommen neue hinzu. Im
Rahmen der Arbeit wird die Auslegung von diagnostischen Spiegeln innerhalb der
Vakuumkammer des Versuchsreaktors ITER (lat. ”der Weg”) und nachfolgender Fu-
sionskraftwerke diskutiert.
Auf Basis der Umgebungsbedingungen nahe dem Fusionsplasma werden beste-
hende Konstruktionen sowie Optionen fu¨r die Spiegeloberfla¨che auf ihre Eignung un-
tersucht. Problematisch sind hier nicht einzelne Randbedingungen sondern deren
Kombination mit den daraus entstehenden Wechselwirkungen. Abgeleitet aus dem
Stand der Technik werden Teillo¨sungen fu¨r zentrale Punkte der Konstruktion all-
gemein dargestellt. Einbezogen sind die Auswahl des Substrats, dessen Montage,
Einstellung und thermischen Kontaktierung sowie Positionierung des Zusammenbaus
kompatibel mit Wartung in Heißen Zellen.
Aufbauend auf diesen U¨berlegungen wird eine Konstruktion fu¨r die Spiegel der
Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS) Diagnostik fu¨r den Plasmak-
ern in ITER erstellt und mittels Simulation untersucht und bewertet. Zusa¨tzlich
werden anhand von Prototypen Versuche durchgefu¨hrt, um kritische Teilaspekte des
vorgeschlagenen Konzepts auch experimentell nachzuweisen. Dies umfasst die Posi-
tionierung mittels Stiften, Herstellung eines innen liegenden und an die Spiegelform
angepassten vakuumdichten Fluidkanals und Versuche mit einer Interferenzbeschich-
tung aus SiO2 und TiO2 auf Edelstahl unter ausgesuchten ITER-Bedingungen.
Mit den allgemeinen U¨berlegungen zur Konstruktion wurde eine Basis geschaffen
die auch zur Spiegelentwicklung anderer Diagnostiken Anwendung finden kann. Fu¨r
das Spiegelkonzept von core CXRS konnte die generelle Eignung gezeigt werden und es
wurden die kritischen Punkte identifiziert, die weitere Entwicklungsleistung beno¨tigen.
Abstract
Light-based diagnostic systems of fusion reactors require optical mirrors to channel
light through the structures surrounding the plasma. With increasing plasma volume,
power and plasma burn time, the environmental conditions grow more demanding and
new requirements arise. In this dissertation, the design of optical mirrors inside the
vacuum chamber of the prototype reactor ITER (Latin ”the way”) and future fusion
power plants are investigated.
Comparing the state of the art with the boundary conditions close to the fusion
plasma, existing mirror designs and choices for the reflective surface are evaluated.
For the design, it is not the individual boundary conditions that are critical, but
rather, their combination and the resulting interactions. Drawing from the existing
designs, possible realizations for central functionality are discussed. Included in the
discussion are substrate choice, mounting, adjustment and thermal contacting as well
as positioning of the mirror assembly compatible with hot cell maintenance.
Building on the general discussion, mirror concepts for the charge exchange re-
combination spectroscopy (CXRS) diagnostic system for the ITER plasma core are
proposed and simulated. In addition, prototypes are manufactured and tested to
assess critical aspects of the proposed design. Testing includes positioning by pins,
manufacturing of a stainless steel substrate with fluid channels adapted to the mirror
shape, and tests with an SiO2/TiO2 dielectric coating under selected ITER conditions.
As a result of the work, the fusion reactor mirror design considerations given in
the principal design discussion can be used as a basis for other diagnostic systems as
well. In the case of the core CXRS mirror concept for ITER, the basic suitability was
shown and critical topics were identified where additional work is necessary.
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Introduction
1.1 Thermonuclear fusion
Inside a nucleus, the neutrons and protons (nucleons) are bound together by the short
ranged strong interaction. The maximum mean binding energy per nucleon is found in
62Ni at 8794.6 keV, closely followed by 58Fe and 56Fe [106]. Nuclear fusion as primary
energy source aims at combining light nuclei and make use of the released binding
energy.
In thermonuclear fusion, the electromagnetic repulsion of the nuclei is overcome
by heating the fuel to energies where the fusion reaction cross section is sufficiently
large for technical exploitation. The reaction with the highest maximum fusion cross
section σfus is the combination of deuterium (D) and tritium (T), both heavy isotopes
of hydrogen [80]:
2
1D +
3
1T→ 42He + 1n + 17.6 MeV (1.1.1)
Governed by conservation of momentum, the binding energy released is split between
a 3.5 MeV alpha particle and a 14.1 MeV neutron.
For enabling fusion as a viable primary energy source, it is necessary to minimise
the power spent on achieving and sustaining fusion conditions. Based on the ignition
criterion which requires that the energy loss from the fusion volume is replaced by the
α particles of the fusion reaction, the temperature at which the highest fusion power
output is achieved is somewhat below 30 keV∗ [107]. At this temperature, hydrogen
gas exists as a fully ionised plasma – a state of matter where the chemical bond
between nucleus and electrons is broken, resulting in a macroscopically neutral mix
of charged particles.
The current most promising method of confining the fusion plasma includes a
magnetic field to steer the plasma along closed magnetic field lines, reducing the loss
of energy from the plasma. Successful realizations of magnetic confinement are the
tokamak and stellarator concepts, see Figure 1.1. In both layouts, the plasma (yellow)
is formed into a doughnut shape, surrounded by a vacuum vessel (grey) and sets of
magnetic coils (red, green). In case of the tokamak, the plasma acts as conductor and
gives rise to a component of the confining magnetic field.
∗The temperature is given in eV based on the relation T (eV) = T (Kelvin)×kB with the Boltzmann
constant kB ≈ 8.617× 10−5 eV K−1. 1 eV amounts to a temperature of 11 604.5 K.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Basic configuration of the (a) stellarator and (b) tokamak [63].
The vacuum chamber is required to achieve the necessary cleanliness of the hydro-
gen gas in the plasma volume. Impurities, including the helium from the DT fusion
reaction, have to be removed from the plasma as they decrease the fusion rate by
diluting the fuel. Heavier impurities which are only partially ionised at 10 keV also
radiate significant amounts of energy away from the plasma. The vacuum chamber
also provides the low plasma particle density of 5× 1020 particles per m3 [42] which
can be confined with current large-scale steady-state magnet technology (peaking at
about 12 T).
Taking the whole reactor as basis, the most relevant loads and environment con-
ditions for components inside the vacuum vessel, close to the fusion plasma, are as
follows:
 Fast (eV to keV) particles (ions, electrons, atoms): Heat load, sputtering of
material, deposition of layers
 Radiation (neutrons, gammas): Heat load, material damage, maintenance im-
plications due to activation and contamination
 Magnetic field: Restrictions on material choice, EM forces during transients
 Plasma purity: Design for vacuum environment, restrictions on material choice
 Reactor thermal environment: Elevated temperature, temperature gradients
over time and location
1.2 Light-based diagnostic systems in fusion
Diagnostic systems in fusion experiments are necessary not only for machine control
and protection, but also to advance the understanding of plasma and machine be-
haviour to a level where a commercial reactor can be realised. In current machines,
a multitude of diagnostic systems is used to gather information on the machine and
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plasma state, including but not limited to measurement of the fusion neutrons, prob-
ing by radio waves, magnetic ﬁeld measurements, and even Langmuir probes in direct
contact with the plasma edge. An overview on various diagnostic systems and the
challenges for their use in a burning plasma experiment can be found in [99].
Light can act as a carrier of information of the plasma state for a diverse set of
operational parameters. As the plasma is suﬃciently transparent within the main
plasma volume for light in and around the visible range over distances of a few me-
tres, it can be used to probe the inside and through the plasma volume. Optical
diagnostic systems, such as interferometry [17] and Thomson scattering [64] which
probe the plasma with light from the outside, can give line-integrated and localised
measurements of the plasma condition. Photons are also created inside the plasma
by a number of interactions – e.g. as a result of electron excitation or capture by the
ions and atoms. These photons encode in their wavelength and quantity the local
plasma conditions, including e.g. the temperature, density and composition, all of
which can be determined via spectroscopy [101]. Visible and infrared light is also
used in monitoring the wall condition and temperature.
For these light-based diagnostic systems, it is necessary to provide locations where
the light can enter and leave the vacuum vessel. Historically, a common and simple
arrangement to couple light through the vacuum vessel consists of an optical window
as the ﬁrst component, directly followed by the remaining optical components to
divert and relay light under ambient pressure. Figure 1.2 gives an example of this
type of basic layout: the motional stark eﬀect (MSE) system [94] used in the tokamak
JT-60U in Japan.
Vacuum vessel
Window
Figure 1.2: Vacuum window as ﬁrst optical element with all other diagnostic compo-
nents in air: MSE system in JT-60U, adapted from [94].
While the use of a vacuum window as ﬁrst element in the optical system is conve-
nient for the mechanical design, since the following optical components can be located
outside the torus vacuum, it is not always feasible to place a vacuum window as the
ﬁrst component. In past and current systems, the main cause of problems are spatial
restrictions and diagnostic set-ups, where the window has to be placed so close to the
plasma that material erosion or deposition (depending on the location and surround-
ing structures), as well as high heat loads threaten the function of the window. In
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these cases, optical elements inside the primary vacuum are used. Figure 1.3 shows
the general layout for such a system. An realised example of this scheme is the optical
system in the port KL-11 for divertor spectroscopy in the JET tokamak (UK), de-
scribed in detail in [36]. It includes two in-vacuum aluminium mirrors mounted on an
endoscope structure ﬁxed to the vacuum vessel. Another similar diagnostic layout for
the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) from the tokamak DIII-D
(USA) is described in [31].
Vacuum vessel
Vacuum window on vacuum vessel port
In-vessel components, e.g.
ion cyclotron resonant heating antenna
Diagnostic mirror
Ex-vessel optical diagnostic components
lenses, ﬁbres, cameras, etc.
Ex-vessel components, e.g. toroidal
ﬁeld coils around the vacuum vessel
Plasma volume
Figure 1.3: Basic diagnostic layout with optical mirror inside the torus vacuum to
aim the ﬁeld of view as used in a number of current fusion diagnostic systems.
With increasing fusion power and plasma operation time integrated over the ma-
chine lifetime, the approach of using transmissive optical elements (windows, lenses,
ﬁbres) close to the plasma inside the high neutron and gamma ﬂux is not feasible any
more because of eﬀects degrading diagnostic performance:
Transparent materials accumulate defects from the radiation, leading to in-
creased absorption of light with increasing ﬂuence [102], thus blinding the optical
system over time.
Light created via radioluminescence decreases the signal-to-noise ratio of the
system. [69]
As an optical vacuum window is still required (locating the full diagnostic system
inside the torus vacuum is in general not feasible), the window has to be placed
far from the plasma where the shielding of the reactor allows the use of refractive
optical elements. Depending on the diagnostic layout, the implementation of a dogleg
in the radiation shielding to prevent steaming of radiation may be necessary. The
increased distance, and possibly dog-leg, necessitates mirror systems consisting of
multiple chained mirrors in front of the window, which are exposed to the primary
vacuum of the fusion reactor. The basic set-up is shown in Figure 1.4.
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In-air optical components
(e.g. ﬁbre coupler)
In-air components
Plasma volume
Vacuum vessel
Penetrating radiation
Vacuum window
γ, xn+, e−, x0
Secondary mirrors
Object region
First mirror
Optical duct
Radiation and particle
thermal load
(non-penetrating)
1n, γ
In-vacuum components
Plasma chamber
ﬁrst wall
Neutron shielding
Figure 1.4: Principle overview of an in-vacuum mirror train to divert light from the
plasma chamber to the outside of the vacuum vessel.
1.3 Aim and structure of the thesis
The present thesis discusses general design solutions for diagnostic mirrors in a fusion
power plant, and proposes a mirror design for the secondary mirrors of the core charge
exchange recombination spectroscopy (core CXRS) in the experimental reactor ITER.
A mirror in this work is a unit encompassing the reﬂective surface and all structures
necessary to provide, align and sustain the surface. Thus, it includes the mirror
mounting interface, alignment mechanisms and provisions as well as all interfaces to
support systems, such as cooling the ﬂuid circuit or maintenance, e.g. by remote
handling during maintenance. An overview of the components is given in Figure 1.5.
Depending on the system, only a subset of the given functionality may be necessary
for a speciﬁc mirror.
Chapter 2 introduces the fusion experiments and concepts from which the require-
ments on the mirrors are derived. The target locations of the diagnostic mirrors are
given and limitations based on the feasibility of mirror placement due to system re-
strictions are discussed. In Chapter 3, the boundary conditions, as found in current
experiments and predicted for fusion reactors, are described in detail. Comparing the
requirements with the state of the art, the shortcomings of the existing designs are
worked out in Chapter 4.
Based on the boundary conditions and state of the art, design solutions for key
aspects of the mirrors are discussed in Chapter 5. A full concept for mirrors of
the core CXRS and beam emission spectroscopy (BES) diagnostic systems in the
fusion experiment ITER is given in Chapter 6, and central aspects of the design are
validated via calculations and testing of prototypes (Chapter 7). Conclusions are
given in Chapter 8 and open questions are discussed.
The Appendix provides the calculation of optical deviations and aberrations from
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Substrate
material choice;
design;
manufacturing
Mirror surface
surface treatment;
optical stabiltiy
Mirror holder and mount
position accuracy and stabilty
Mirror adjustment
stability; accuracy
Maintenance and handling
strategy; interfaces;
hot cell restrictions
Control of forces for substrate
creation and transmission
by mounting and holder
Thermal control
control of temperature gradients (active and passive)
Figure 1.5: Extent of the system ‘mirror’ with main functional groups and design
considerations. The main components are labelled in bold.
the ﬁnite element method (FEM) results for the large FEM node movement, as found
when simulating the fusion environment. In addition, manufacturing drawings for the
second mirror cooling channel prototype are given.
Chapter 2
Diagnostic mirrors in
thermonuclear fusion
This chapter introduces current and future machines widely referenced in the present
work. The mirror design state of the art as found in existing experiments is discussed
and future machines are introduced as the target systems for the mirror concepts in
this work.
The current configuration of JET with the ITER-like wall [62] is the machine
in operation closest to a fusion reactor. Of the machines under construction, the
tokamak ITER [35] represents the primary design target for the integrated mirror
designs discussed in this work. The stellarator Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) [105] is
included where the inherent differences of the stellarator concept add to the parameter
space for diagnostic mirrors.
For the fusion power plant, the European concept of a demonstration power plant
(DEMO) developed within the Horizon 2020 road-map is used [30]. The requirements
and loads of the near-term conservative baseline design (DEMO1) are taken where
the two concepts in this proposal differ.
Table 2.1 gives an overview on the major parameters of the different machines. In
the following sections, further details of JET, ITER and the DEMO fusion power plant
concept relevant for the work are given. For ITER, the charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy diagnostic system for the plasma core (core CXRS) is introduced. This
diagnostic system serves as design target for the mirrors.
2.1 JET
JET, the Joint European Torus, is currently the only tokamak equipped to use a
mixture of deuterium and tritium. Following its first plasma operation in 1983, JET
is being used as a test-bed for mostly plasma and fusion technology research. The
latest major overhaul of the machine was completed in 2011, with the ITER-like wall
enabling integrated testing of the materials used in ITER [62].
Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the JET torus and in-air components connected to
the torus. Maintenance of components inside the vacuum vessel is predominantly done
by remote handling equipment; in the image, the two booms carrying the manipulators
are shown extending into the torus. Limited, but hands-on access to the systems
7
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mounted on the outside of the vacuum vessel is possible with the radiation level
found at JET.
The plasma-facing components in JET are cooled passively by heat conduction to
the vacuum vessel. This is possible with the limited shot duration of no more than 60 s,
which is reduced even further for higher power discharges. There is no thick radiation
shield directly built into the machine and the access ports in the vacuum vessel are
generally empty, apart from the structural material and components required for the
systems inside the port.
Figure 2.1: Overview of the JET tokamak with ex-vessel components and the remote
handling booms (yellow; extended into the torus) [62].
2.2 ITER
ITER (lat. ‘The road’ and formerly acronym for International Thermonuclear Ex-
perimental Reactor) is a fusion experiment under construction in Cadarache, France
[39]. The scientific goal of ITER is to demonstrate fusion plasma with a thermal fu-
sion power 10 times the external heating power delivered to the plasma. In addition,
the breeding of tritium and power plant-relevant plasma scenarios should be demon-
strated. With 500 MW sustained fusion power over 400 s, ITER would achieve a large
step towards a viable reactor. Figure 2.2 shows a simplified overview of the tokamak
with in-vessel components, vacuum vessel and magnetic coils.
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Upper port
plug (UPP)
Equatorial
port plug
(EPP)
Lower port
Diagnostic Shielding Module
(DSM) inside ports.
Magnet system
(beige)
Vacuum vessel
(grey)
Reactor first wall and
neutron shielding
Vacuum boundary
(rear end of
diagnostic port)
Port interspace
(with air)
Figure 2.2: Overview of the ITER tokamak with the diagnostic ports as the main
location of optical diagnostic systems in the ITER labelled. Image adapted from [39].
To achieve the goals of ITER, diagnostic systems for probing the plasma are re-
quired. The main locations for optical diagnostic systems in ITER are the ports of
the vacuum vessel. Three levels of ports exist: the lower (divertor), equatorial and
upper ports. In case of the equatorial and upper ports, standardised port plugs (PP)
are provided for housing the diagnostic components. For maintenance, these PP are
removed from the torus and transported to the hot cells. The generic design of the
port plugs foresees a diagnostic shielding module (DSM) with an internal water circuit
for neutron moderation and cooling. The DSM has to be adapted to the diagnostic
systems in each port.
2.2.1 The core CXRS and BES diagnostic systems of ITER
The core charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (core CXRS) and the beam
emission spectroscopy (BES) diagnostic systems in ITER are used as design targets
for the mirrors in the present work.
Core CXRS and BES analyse light originating at the interaction volume between
the diagnostic neutral beam (DNB), a beam of neutral hydrogen isotopes (H0) at
100 keV dedicated to diagnostic use, and the plasma. The Upper Port Plug (UPP)
#3 channels light from the interaction zone to the outside of the vacuum vessel, where
it is transmitted via fibres to spectrometers (see Figure 2.3). The field of view for
the optical system starts at the geometrical plasma centre and extends 1.4 m towards
the low field side (0.7 times the ITER minor plasma radius of 2 m) with a width of
about 400 mm. The optical path length from object to the coupling into optical fibres
amounts to roughly 10 m.
The light examined by CXRS is generated when the electrons brought into the
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Vacuum boundary
Upper port first wall with
diagnostic aperture
Interaction zone of
DNB and plasma (green)
ITER first wall
(outboard side)
Mirror train inside core CXRS
diagnostic upper port
FibresCore CXRS sightlines
Figure 2.3: Overview of the core CXRS diagnostic system front-end in ITER.
plasma volume by the neutral beam are captured by the fully ionized nuclei X+z in
the plasma to form excited states (*) of hydrogen-like ions X+z−1,∗ (charge exchange):
H0 +X+z → H+ +X+z−1,∗ (2.2.1)
These excited states quickly decay into less energetic states (’), radiating light at
wavelengths affected by the conditions of the radiating ion, the beam energy and the
local magnetic environment (recombination reaction):
X+z−1,∗ → X+z−1,′ + γ (2.2.2)
Based on the known line radiation wavelength and transition probabilities under
fusion reactor conditions, a range of plasma parameters can be evaluated, including
local plasma temperature from the line broadening, ion speed from the Doppler shift
and relative impurity concentration via the intensity of the characteristic line radiation
peaks of individual elements. Measurements are foreseen for the line radiation of
hydrogen-like helium, beryllium, carbon, neon and argon [11]. Table 2.2 gives the
wavelength ranges for these impurities. While the light of CXRS is partially polarized,
the polarization direction is not evaluated.
BES analyses light originating from the hydrogen atoms of the neutral beam di-
rectly. While travelling through the plasma, the atoms in the neutral beam collide
with the ions and, to a lesser extent, with the electrons in the plasma, resulting in
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Table 2.2: Main wavelengths of interest for the optical system in UPP #3 of ITER.
Wavelength band [nm] Diagnostic system and accessible spectral lines
460.8 to 473.6 CXRS: He II, Be IV
518.9 to 533.1 CXRS: C VI, Ne X, Ar XVII
649.0 to 663.0 BES: H-α
excited states of the neutral beam hydrogen atoms [59]:
H0 + (ion or electron)plasma → H0,∗ + (ion or electron)plasma (2.2.3)
The H0,∗ excited states decay under emission of line radiation. A suitable transition
for analysis is the n = 3 to n = 2 transition (Balmer-Alpha line; see also Table
2.2). The fast atoms of the beam see an electric Lorentz field EL = vbeam × B as
they move across the magnetic field and line splitting occurs (motional Stark effect).
The resulting multiplet of wavelengths contains information about the plasma. For
example, the polarization pattern allows determination of the local magnetic field. In
addition, beam emission intensity allows the measurement of the local neutral beam
density, an important quantity in interpreting the measurements of CXRS.
2.3 Fusion power plant
Several concepts are under development for the first-generation fusion power plant
under the generic name ‘DEMO’ (demonstration reactor). While the operational
parameters in the proposals vary significantly, most concepts assume a tokamak-based
DEMO and all of them are in an early conceptual phase. In particular, the mechanical
layout is not fixed for any of the concepts. Common to all proposals is a fusion power
between 1 and 4 GW, multi-hour to steady-state pulse times, tritium self-sufficiency
and maximised availability. With the mechanical concept in the early phase as it is, the
choice of the DEMO concept is not critical for diagnostic mirror design considerations
in this work. The basic machine parameters assumed for the concept considerations
given in Table 2.1 are from the 2014 European DEMO1 concept (see [30]).
Figure 2.4 shows a pre-conceptual mechanical layout used for a remote handling
maintenance study of the main in-vessel components: blanket and divertor [57]. While
no plasma diagnostic systems are included in the model, it exhibits the most prominent
design restrictions for diagnostic systems not present in ITER:
 Achieving tritium self-sufficiency requires the breeding blanket to cover the first
wall as much as possible, thereby severely limiting access to the plasma for
diagnostic systems even if suitable vacuum vessel ports are present, as is the
case in the model
 Overall design and maintenance are aimed at the fast exchange of the blanket
and divertor. Together with the requirement of high machine availability this
limits the possibilities for maintenance of diagnostic systems
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With the limited access and time available for maintenance, full replacement of dam-
aged diagnostic systems is assumed as the maintenance strategy in DEMO. The gen-
eral vacuum requirements are unchanged from ITER.
Figure 2.4: Pre-conceptual layout of DEMO for remote handling maintenance assess-
ment [57].
While the DEMO’s operational parameters are within the same order of magnitude
as ITER, and many requirements, such as vacuum, are not different at all, the major
difference in machine parameters to ITER is the lifetime integrated plasma operation
time. A major goal of a power plant is to generate electricity, necessitating plasma
operation times that possibly exceed the planned total ITER plasma time of about
0.5 full power years (FPY), already within the first year of power generation.
While DEMO will only show a moderate increase in neutron flux at the first wall of
about three times the level in ITER, a significant increase in fluence over the lifetime
is planned at 50 times the level encountered in ITER.
2.3.1 Feasibility and necessity of diagnostic mirrors in DEMO
In current experiments, mirrors are placed within some cm of the plasma edge, expos-
ing them to the flow of light, fast neutral particles coming directly from the plasma
as well as material sputtered from the first wall and diagnostic duct. These neutrals
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result in a degradation of reflectivity through sputtering of the mirror surface and/or
the growth of a layer of impurities sticking to the mirror surface.
While degradation can be accepted in current machines due to the ease of replace-
ment and the short integrated plasma operation time, the mirror reflectivity lifetime
problem in ITER is worse with the increasing plasma operation time and complica-
tions for maintenance with the D-T operation. Predictions for the mirror lifetime
in ITER show high uncertainties [48]. Consequently, the lifetime issue of mirrors
in ITER is studied widely and, especially, system-level mitigation technologies are
investigated [55]– e.g. protective duct geometries and mirror cleaning systems.
The issues with material deposition and erosion on mirrors do not allow imple-
mentation of most of the diagnostic systems relying on light from inside the fusion
chamber. Alleviating the issue to some extent, a fusion power plant only requires a re-
duced set of diagnostic systems for its operation: With a limited set of well-understood
plasma scenarios, only diagnostic systems for machine protection and plasma control
are foreseen [23]. Which diagnostic systems need to and can be feasibly implemented
in the harsh environment of a fusion reactor is subject to discussion [12].
Based on the mirror reflectivity degradation testing conducted in preparation for
ITER, it can be deduced that any diagnostic mirror in a fusion reactor needs to be
located far away from the plasma in order to achieve a reasonable lifetime even in
case all known mitigation techniques are used. Consequently, mirror placement in
DEMO is restricted to locations at about 1 m distance from the plasma at the end of
a narrow duct. As a result, the maximum loads for mirrors in DEMO are limited to
loads present at the end of this duct. With the only moderate increase in mechanical
and thermal peak loads in DEMO, it is ensured that the loads do not exceed the loads
on ITER mirrors located directly behind the first wall. Despite the increased neutron
flux at the first wall, the 1 m of shielding also ensures that the material damage and
activation encountered for the mirrors in DEMO will not be higher than predicted for
ITER.
Consequently, the DEMO mirrors can rely on the mirror designs created for ITER
and no separate layouts are proposed for use in DEMO.
Chapter 3
Environmental conditions of the
mirrors
In this section, the service conditions for mirrors inside the primary vacuum of fusion
devices are discussed based on the machines, as introduced in Chapter 2. In addition
to the general dependency on the target machine, most boundary conditions vary
significantly with a number of additional parameters. These parameters are, among
others, the location of the individual mirrors in the machine and the design of the
mirrors’ surroundings. For example, the neutron flux is strongly influenced by the type
and amount of shielding around a mirror. Locations with a representative environment
spanning from just behind the first wall up to the vacuum boundary of the diagnostic
ports in the vacuum vessel are taken into account.
For a number of design aspects, the biggest sources of variance are the different
diagnostic systems themselves – e.g. the available design space. Where a continuous
spectrum of requirements can be given, a reasonable range is stated based on the
existing and planned systems. Example requirements include mirror size and optical
tolerances. Where requirements are inherently diagnostic system-specific and cannot
be formulated in a general way, only values for the core CXRS system of ITER are
given. A prime example for this type of requirement are the details of the construction
space. These requirements are not addressed in the chapter on general design and are
taken into account only for the design of the core CXRS mirror concepts.
Design requirements and environmental conditions unique to mirrors in fusion are
discussed in detail. General loads such as gravity, but also common requirements
including cost, manufacturability and availability of materials are not touched. These
criteria are still taken into account in the general design exploration and specific design
of the core CXRS mirrors.
Based on the current experimental character of fusion devices, boundary conditions
often are not known as precisely as is desirable. In addition, requirements are bound
to change considerably during the machine design phase and, in parts, during the
operational phase of the experiments with future modifications. As it is impossible
to anticipate all changes, this work can only represent a frozen view on the design
requirements of the future machines ITER and, especially, DEMO, which are still
in a pre-conceptual phase. The uncertainties also require the inclusion of additional
margins where changes are anticipated. Where feasible more robust approaches are
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chosen to account for the experimental and first-of-its-kind nature of the device. The
introduction of single points of failure, especially for critical systems with a safety
function, is avoided. Where applicable and known, the uncertainties are mentioned
explicitly and taken into account in the design.
3.1 Vacuum compatibility
The need to guide light from close to the plasma towards a protected location where
a vacuum window can be located requires mirrors to be placed inside the primary
vacuum of the fusion device. Table 3.1 gives examples of the target base pressures
after conditioning of the vessel. To achieve the vacuum and gas composition necessary
for magnetically confined fusion in the reaction chamber, all components exposed to
the vacuum have to be designed, manufactured, cleaned and handled according to
vacuum requirements. With an impact on most aspects of the components life cycle,
the vacuum requirement strongly influences the design.
For ITER, a comprehensive set of requirements on vacuum compatibility is given
in [109]. It is used as the basis for the specific design proposed in this work.
3.1.1 Limitations on material choice and material condition
Material choice is limited for all parts in contact with the vacuum based on outgassing
rates and the material vapour pressure. Examples of materials that cannot be used
include mineral oil-based lubricants, wood and most plastics. Porous materials need
to be limited and may require separate, higher-temperature vacuum baking to reduce
initial outgassing.
In cases where a part represents a vacuum boundary – e.g. in the case of an
internally cooled component – the material selection is further restricted by the leak
tightness requirement. Materials with the potential for interconnected pores or cracks
cannot be used. This includes materials that rely on manufacturing routes with an
increased chance of leaks, as is the case for parts manufactured by powder metallurgy,
if the pores cannot be reliably closed completely by the manufacturing route – e.g.
hot isostatic pressing.
The surface condition of the component also influences the outgassing rate. The
significant conditions include roughness as well as surface structure and composition as
left by the manufacturing process, which e.g. can embed lubricants into the surface.
In particular, abrasive surface treatments such as grinding result in surfaces with
increased outgassing rates and should be minimised. Specifically for fusion, cutting
fluids containing halogens, phosphorus and sulphur are not allowed in order to prevent
contamination of the plasma.
Table 3.1: Design targets for residual gas pressures after vacuum bake-out.
ITER [19]
1× 10−5 Pa (hydrogenic species)
1× 10−7 Pa (sum of all impurities)
Wendelstein 7-X [81] 1× 10−6 Pa
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3.1.2 Impact on general design
Minimization of outgassing and leak risk requires an adapted design for all vacuum-
exposed components. The design needs to facilitate cleaning and cannot include
trapped volumes, which act as virtual leaks – e.g. blind holes under bolts or large
surfaces in contact. Leak risks can be decreased by reducing the extent and number
of vacuum boundaries, especially welds. The design also needs to enable possibilities
for inspecting and testing welds, e.g. by irradiation and ultrasonic methods.
The frictional relative motion of surfaces in contact inside a vacuum is highly prob-
lematic for most material combinations. Especially with metals where the protective
oxide layer cannot reform after it is damaged, enhanced fretting and cold welding
occurs on the exposed pure metallic surfaces [24]. The increased wear from the accu-
mulated wear debris, which is slow to leave the contact in the vacuum, can be further
influenced by the presence of magnetic fields [86].
In addition to wear problems, the actuation of the motion is complicated by the
vacuum with limited in-situ actuation methods available, necessitating vulnerable
feed-throughs across the vacuum boundary. Wherever possible, frictional movement
in vacuum should thus be avoided. Where necessary, recommendations for material
combinations and lubricants are given from the experience of fusion experiments and
space systems in, e.g. [60] [65].
Heat transfer between components is limited inside the vacuum as no significant
convective heat transfer can take place; only radiation and conductance through the
materials are encountered. The reduced heat transfer is also present in the contact
conductance between parts: The gas gap conductance, a strong contributor to the
heat transfer, especially at interface stresses below 1 MPa, is not significant at gas
pressures below 0.1 mbar [58]. As a result, steep thermal gradients can develop more
easily and persist for longer times. Parts with limited contact to adjacent components
and unfavourable geometry for thermal conduction – e.g. springs – need to be checked
carefully for their thermal suitability.
3.2 Thermal environment
Fusion diagnostic systems are subject to a variety of thermal influences from the
plasma and the surrounding machine. Temperature and, especially, thermal gradients
over time and spatial location have a profound impact on the optical performance and
need to be taken into account in the optical and mechanical design. In this section,
the different non-nuclear thermal influences are discussed and the significant loads
identified. Volumetric heating by neutrons and γ-radiation is discussed in Section
3.3.2.
3.2.1 Machine temperature
The machine temperature is the main driver for diagnostic component temperatures.
In current fusion machines, the diagnostic inserts generally do not feature a separate
means of temperature control but are heated and cooled together with the machine.
In ITER and DEMO, a cooling medium will be present within all heavy in-vessel
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components for vacuum bake-out heating as well as cooling and radiation shielding
during operation.
Active and independent temperature control of diagnostic components can be im-
plemented but is only done in cases where it is impossible to avoid – e.g. where re-
quired by the diagnostic principle. The infrared thermography system of Tore Supra
features an endoscope head with an internal tube holding lenses cooled to 25 ◦C, thus
achieving a reduction of the infrared background [34]. In this case, the low tempera-
ture structure is not in contact with the torus vacuum, which is made possible only
by the ability to place the vacuum window as the first optical element in Tore Supra.
There are two strong arguments for maintaining the optical elements at machine
temperature. First, the complexity of the set-up is increased with a dedicated tem-
perature control system for a number of design aspects, including machine control
and maintenance. Second, the more usual case of a stable temperature around room
temperature for the optical elements is incompatible with exposure to the vacuum
environment, as the increased retention of gasses would hinder vacuum conditioning
and can lead to degradation of the optical performance from condensation (see also
Section 3.6).
Consequently, the temperature of the diagnostic components is strongly coupled
with the machine temperature. In current fusion experiments and ITER, this tem-
perature ranges from room temperature to a maximum during vacuum baking. Table
3.2 gives details on the environment temperatures encountered. The maximum tem-
perature of individual components may be higher during operation depending on
operational loads.
Table 3.2: Machine temperatures in current and future fusion devices.
Operational range Vacuum bake-out
JET [108] Up to 320 ◦C (vacuum vessel wall) up to 500 ◦C
ITER [26] 60± 10 ◦C to 100± 10 ◦C (In-port
components)
Room temperature to 240± 10 ◦C
with ramps of +5 K h−1 and
−7 K h−1.
DEMO Estimated 300 to 500 ◦C structural temperature of the blanket [30].
3.2.2 Surface heat loads
Heat loads on the surface of diagnostic components from the plasma are present in
the forms of fast neutral particles and non-penetrating radiation, such as infrared
radiation. Table 3.3 gives the values for the first wall heat loads by radiation and
neutral atoms on the first wall. The diagnostic mirrors are not subject to the same
load as the first wall with its full 2pi sr solid angle to the plasma. Depending on the
entrance aperture location, which can also be shadowed by other components, the
duct geometry and the duct wall condition, the heat load on the mirrors is strongly
mitigated.
The neutral particle flux at the first wall is also biased towards gracing incidence
angles. For the ITER machine, computer simulations with the code B2-EIRENE [82]
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Table 3.3: First wall radiative and particle heat loads. The values given represent
upper bounds during normal operation.
Heat loads on the first wall
JET [108] 96 kW m−2 thermal radiation.
ITER [89][77] Neutrals: 270 kW m−2
Maximum average radiative load: 110 kW m−2 (230 kW m−2 peak)
Figure 3.1: Wall incidence angular distribution for neutral D and Be in ITER at the
upper (UP) and equatorial ports (EP) [47]. Θ=0° at perpendicular incidence to wall.
– a Monte Carlo linear kinetic particle transport code – predict the maximum of
the incidence flux distribution function at about Θ = 80° from normal incident [47].
Figure 3.1 shows the distribution over the incidence angle, where 0° signifies arrival
perpendicular to the wall.
As for the neutral particles, the thermal radiation incidence angles are not uni-
formly distributed. The majority of the thermal radiation originates from regions with
neutral and partially ionized atoms, which are able to emit line radiation. The main
sources include the divertor region and the plasma edge. Bremsstrahlung, infrared
radiation from hot components and reflection on the walls provide the more uniform
background. As a result, exact calculation of the individual mirror heat load can only
be done based on a specific diagnostic geometry.
3.3 Nuclear environment
Most fusion experiments in operation use only the two hydrogen isotopes 11H and
2
1D,
as well as 42He in their experiments. While significant for plasma physics research,
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Figure 3.2: Eﬀects of the nuclear environment on the mirror design.
the avoidance of tritium allows for a less complex design with the limited amounts of
radiation from fusion reactions. The only magnetically conﬁned fusion experiment in
operation capable of handling tritium is JET. Here, tritium experiments constitute
only a small part of the operational time, but tritium contamination and the slight
activation requires maintenance of components inside glove boxes.
With ITER, the neutron (n) and gamma (γ) ﬂux encountered by components is
increased signiﬁcantly to JET with an about 30-fold increase in fusion power and an
orders of magnitude longer 50:50 mixture D-T operation time (see Table 2.1). In this
environment, all components have to be designed for the nuclear environment to a
much greater degree than in any previous fusion experiment.
Figure 3.2 gives an overview on the eﬀects of the radiation environment. A detailed
discussion is given in this section, split into restrictions for material choice, design
considerations and the volumetric thermal eﬀects.
While a number of consequences of the nuclear environment are equal through-
out the system (e.g. contamination with tritium), others change based on location.
These include local radiation ﬂux, material damage and thermal eﬀect for the diag-
nostic components. Calculation of the radiation ﬁelds taking into account the local
and global geometry is possible with specialised codes; in this work, results from cal-
culations using the Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) code [56] are used. Calculations
with the source term and geometry of ITER core CXRS reference layout give a fast
neutron ﬂuence (ne≥ 0.1MeV) for port-mounted ﬁrst mirrors of about 1× 1020 n/m2
[16]. The values also exhibit a gradient of about four orders of magnitude within the
ﬁrst metre of shielding. The radiation ﬁeld imposes requirements on general design,
materials, use and maintenance to all components exposed to the ﬁeld.
In case of ITER, the legal nuclear requirements on in-vessel components are limited
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as these components are not seen to constitute a nuclear confinement barrier by the
regulatory body. The first legal barrier is the vacuum vessel with the feed-throughs
and in-air pipes up to the isolation valves. The internal components may not nega-
tively influence the integrity of the regulatory confinement barrier in all design load
situations.
3.3.1 Limitations on material choice
The presence of hard neutron radiation from the fusion reactions and gamma radia-
tion from interactions of the neutrons with materials and tritium in the plasma results
in restrictions on the choice of materials for ITER and DEMO. Activation of mate-
rial from neutron capture should be minimised to reduce problems associated with
handling during maintenance and waste disposal after shutdown.
Adsorption and, thus, accumulation of the tritium has to be limited by choosing
materials with low chemical affinity for hydrogen. In addition, diffusion of tritium
into cooling fluids needs to be minimised through use of materials that show a low
rate of hydrogen diffusion or by using higher wall thickness for components in the
design.
The combination of a radiation environment with the vacuum requirements leads
to additional restrictions on material choices. Many materials show increased desorp-
tion under the influence of radiation, preventing their use in a fusion environment.
Materials with covalent bonds can also decompose under the influence of radiation
with outgassing rates exceeding the vacuum limits. The vacuum compatibility of
materials under the influence of radiation has to be determined prior to their use.
At the anticipated locations of the mirrors in ITER and DEMO, changes in metallic
materials due to transmutation and displacement of atoms are not a problem for the
mirrors. Simulation of ITER predicts up to a maximum of 0.5 dpa (displacements per
atom) during the operational lifetime at the feasible locations of diagnostic mirrors
[16]. At this value, embrittlement, swelling and change in material properties are not
significant with regard to the mechanical functions of components.
The radiation field is also sufficiently small not to degrade the optical properties
of metallic mirrors. A collection of studies on the subject is given in [22].
Other optical coatings – e.g. multilayer dielectric coatings – are affected by the
radiation: A material- and dose-dependent shift in reflectivity is reported but no
deterioration of the reflectivity or damage to the mirror coating due to the radiation
itself [92][74].
3.3.2 Volumetric heat loads by radiation
The fast neutrons from the plasma, and the γ-radiation from the interaction of the
neutrons with the material of the machine, represent a volumetric source of heat for all
components. The amount of heat deposited per volume depends on both the material
of the component (interaction cross section) and the local radiation field.
Figure 3.3 shows the photon heating in a slice of the ITER core CXRS UPP layout
of 2009 [16]. The structure mostly consists of the stainless steel 316L(N) in a special
high-purity ITER grade (316L(N)-IG [7]) with a varying fraction of water for neutron
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Figure 3.3: γ heating in the ITER CXRS-core UPP (log[W cm−3]) [16] with structure
outlines overlaid.
moderation and cooling. The heat distribution is visibly influenced by differences in
material and streaming effects through gaps. The heating by neutrons contributes
an additional 5 % in the front first meter and matches the gamma heating after that.
The non-linearity is due to changes in material composition and differences in the
neutron and gamma spectrum along the port plug, highlighting the need for accurate
calculations of the actual geometry during design.
A significant thermal impact of the radiation in ITER is only present close to the
plasma. If a threshold of significance is assumed at 1× 10−3 W cm−3 for 316L(N)-IG,
which results in an increase in temperature of about 1 K h−1 for a thermally isolated
component, neutron and gamma heating may be neglected after about 1 m into the
UPP of ITER core CXRS.
Heating up from decay heat after activation is encountered in ITER. For an older
ITER scenario with 1.5 MW fusion power, the decay heat for materials activating
similarly to 316L(N)-IG is predicted as 0.01 W cm−3 at the location of the mirrors
(30 cm behind the wall) directly after shutdown [8]. One day later, the heat is already
reduced by one order of magnitude. With the reduced fusion power and duty factor of
the current ITER design, the decay heat is not significant for the mirrors, other than
for strongly activating materials with short half-lives. Depending on the diagnostic
location, decay heat may be a significant factor in DEMO.
3.3.3 Design for the nuclear environment
The exposure of components to the tritium inside the vacuum vessel and the activation
of components by neutron irradiation necessitate maintenance inside a hot cell. All
components foreseen for maintenance need to be designed with the requirements and
limitations of the hot cell, where interaction is only possible by remote handling (RH).
The operational experience of hot cells for fusion experiments and the associated
maintenance procedures has been collected in JET and is available for the design of
ITER [25] [68].
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Helium production from neutron capture leads to problems with re-welding after
irradiation depending on the material. For stainless steel 316, crack appearance in
welds has been observed starting at 0.7 appm He-content [103]. No vacuum boundary
requiring re-welding may be located in regions where the material-dependant critical
levels of He production is exceeded before the last anticipated maintenance time slot.
In case of ITER, helium production up to about 0.5 m of shielding is predicted to
reach the critical limit for stainless steel 316L(N)-IG.
3.4 Electromagnetic environment
The tokamak and stellarator designs of fusion reactors rely on magnetic fields to
confine and control the plasma. At the UPP in ITER, the operational magnetic field
reaches a peak magnetic flux density of 5 T.
Plasma confinement is reduced in the presence of error fields as introduced by
components with diamagnetic or paramagnetic properties. For ITER, the material
choice within the cryostat boundary is restricted to materials with relative perme-
ability of µ/µ0 < 1.03 [19]. The magnetic permeability also has to be considered
in the manufacturing process, as it can be influenced by manufacturing operations.
For example, welding of the steel 316L(N) can increase permeability significantly [50].
Heat treatment may be used to normalize magnetic properties.
In addition to the static magnetic field, fast transients are encountered in tokamaks
during disruptions (loss of the confined plasma). In a disruption, the plasma touches
the wall and cools within 1 ms (thermal quench). As a result of the increasing electric
resistance of the plasma, the plasma current decays (current quench).
In ITER, the current quench is expected to last about 16 to 50 ms. Figure 3.4
shows the magnetic field (B) as encountered during a vertical displacement event
(VDE) with a 36 ms) current decay time at the ITER core CXRS first mirror of the
‘Large M1’ optical layout in the diagnostic upper port.
Figure 3.4: Magnetic field and derivative during a VDE at the core CXRS first mirror
[76]. r: radial, z: vertical, fi (φ): toroidal.
The changing magnetic field gives rise to an electric field, as described by the
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Maxwell-Faraday equation, with ~B as the magnetic field and ~E as the electric field.
− ~˙B = ∇× ~E (3.4.1)
Expressed in integral form, the equation integrates the electric field on a contour S
and over the contour enclosed area A(t) on the magnetic field.∮
S
~E ds = −
x
A(t)
∂ ~B
∂t
d ~A (3.4.2)
Assuming that the feedback of the electric field to the magnetic field is small, the
body is resting and the magnetic field derivative B˙ is independent of location, the
induced voltage ~Uind and current ~Iind in a stationary closed loop is given as
~Uind = R~Iind = −d
~B
dt
x
A
d ~A (3.4.3)
Further, a cylindrical volume of electric resistivity of %, radius r, thickness z and with
the flat surface perpendicular to the z-direction is assumed (see Figure 3.5). For a
magnetic field with d
~B
dt
= B˙z, the induced current dIind in an infinitesimal loop at the
radius nr (n = 0 in the centre and 1 at the outside edge) and radial thickness of nr dn
is given as
dIind = −B˙zzr
2n
2%
dn (3.4.4)
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Figure 3.5: Moments acting on components in a changing magnetic field through the
Lorentz force by the induced eddy currents.
The current interacts with the remaining magnetic field and a Lorentz force d~F
arises. With the given assumptions and geometry the forces balance in the body but
a moment dM remains with
d ~M = ~L× d~F = ~L× (dIind~l × ~B) (3.4.5)
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~L =
 n r cos(φ)n r sin(φ)
0
 (3.4.6)
~l =
d~L
dφ
(3.4.7)
with ~L being the lever arm of the Lorentz force and ~l the circular path of the current
loop. Integrating over φ = 0..2pi and n = 0..1, the resulting moment on the volume is
calculated as
~M =
pi
8
B˙zzr
4
%
 ByBx
0
 (3.4.8)
For a more complex geometry with changing magnetic field over location and
feedback of the electric to magnetic field, the calculation is more complex but the
base dependencies on geometry and material properties are retained. The force and
moment on bodies by eddy currents can accordingly be reduced by the following design
choices:
 Use of materials with higher electrical resistivity, reducing the current in the
part
 Adopting the part geometry for smaller eddy current loops: Use an orientation
to B˙ where only smaller areas lie perpendicular to the change in the magnetic
field and introduce gaps to break up large connected volumes
 Isolate parts to prevent current loops through multiple parts in assemblies
As an example for the forces, exact calculations using the transient given in 3.4
for the core CXRS first mirror made from molybdenum (size of about 130 ∗ 280 mm2)
results in peak moments of 1.48 kN m(Mrad), 0.79 kN m(Mfi) and 0.11 kN m(Mz).
In addition to the generation of forces, eddy currents may lead to arcing. This
can, e.g. damage the mirror surface and point contacts that may be used in mirror
alignment mechanisms. The creation of electric potentials needs to be checked and
geometries prone to arcing should be avoided.
3.5 Fluid ingression events
In case the vacuum barrier is damaged, diagnostic components are exposed to the
leaking fluid. As maintenance possibilities are limited and time consuming, the di-
agnostic components should survive exposure to the fluid even at operational and
bake-out temperatures.
In the case of the water-cooled ITER, 15+ ingress of coolant events of varying
magnitude are anticipated, exposing components inside the vacuum vessel to steam
with pressures up to 0.2 MPa [85]. In addition, the need for venting with dry air and
nitrogen at operational temperatures, lasting 2 to 10 hours, is foreseen [21]. For both
cases, the diagnostic equipment should be left in a workable state.
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3.6 Mirror surface contamination
Contamination of the mirror surface leads to reduced specular reflectivity, degrading
diagnostic performance. If possible, the mirror design should minimise the build-up
of contamination to preserve system performance. Inside the primary torus vacuum,
three types of deposit are found:
 Dust may relocate and settle on the mirror surface due to disturbances – e.g.
disruptions and gas-assisted migration while the vacuum is absent. Dust migra-
tion has to be addressed on the system design level: shutters, gas flows. The
methods do not impose design requirements on the mirrors
 Deposition of metallic and ceramic layers due to sputtering by the plasma.
Transport of the material and mitigation techniques, especially for the first
mirror, are widely researched [47] [100] [70] [53]. Cleaning methods, including
ablation by laser and local sputtering with plasma, are proposed. The clean-
ing methods require very specific provisions for the mirror to be cleaned – e.g.
allowing an electric bias of the mirror surface or the use of sputter- or laser-
resistant material, but no method is yet shown to work under ITER conditions.
Consequently, the limitations on mirror design imposed by the cleaning systems
are not included in this work
 Molecular contamination from adsorption or condensation of materials on the
mirror surface (explanation below)
Molecular contamination has been studied extensively for space applications and
is taken into account in the design of space equipment [97]. In a fusion reactor,
the most critical time for significant condensation of materials is during the vacuum
bake-out temperature ramp-up when contamination in the machine is evaporating.
The amount of contamination in a fusion reactor is limited by the strict requirements
on cleanliness to achieve the vacuum level and residual gas composition necessary for
fusion. But the presence of contamination cannot be completely ruled out initially and
after maintenance. For example, condensation to the point of dripping from internal
structures has been observed in TEXTOR (private communication, O. Neubauer,
2012, Ph. Mertens 2014). While the majority of the condensate should re-evaporate
once the maximum bake-out temperature is reached with equal temperature on all
surfaces, chemical reactions and relocation of dust after significant condensation of,
e.g. water from a water ingression event, may leave a mirror permanently degraded.
The residence time of molecular contaminants strongly depends on the tempera-
ture T of the surface and can be described as
τ(T ) = τ0exp
Ea/RT (3.6.1)
where Ea is the binding energy of the molecule and τ0 the molecule’s oscillation period
on the surface [97]. Consequently, accumulation of condensate can be mitigated by
maintaining the mirror surface at least at or above the temperature of the environ-
ment where the contaminant evaporated. As the severity of the impact cannot be
quantified based on the limited knowledge about the actual amount and the compo-
sition of contaminants inside future machines, and the possibility for maintenance is
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limited, the ability to reach a mirror temperature during vacuum bake out above the
environment is considered in the design.
3.7 System lifetime and maintenance
The target lifetime of fusion diagnostic components located inside the torus is the
same as the machine lifetime or the time until the diagnostic system is no longer
required because of the inherent complexity with all maintenance operations. As
an example from DEMO, some diagnostic systems might be operational for initial
operation only until the plasma behaviour is fully understood. While maintenance
of diagnostic systems is possible, it is restricted to the hot cell facility with remote
handling only after the first D-T operation due to the activation and contamination
with tritium.
For ITER, the nominal diagnostic system lifetime is specified as 20 years, identical
with the machine. Refurbishment of diagnostic systems is possible during the eight-
month machine shutdown about once every two years, but the capacity of the hot cell
facility is severely limited. Of the 15 diagnostic upper port plugs, only two can be
refurbished per shutdown [10]. To minimise the amount of radioactive waste, replace-
ment of damaged mirrors, rather than larger structures, is set as the maintenance goal
of ITER.
Chapter 4
Mirror design state of the art
In this chapter, the state of the art for mirror design is explored, taking into account
the fusion environmental conditions, as discussed in the previous chapter. The state
of the art is taken from existing and proposed mirror designs aimed at conditions that
are either comparable to a large sub-set of fusion conditions or even exceed the loads
as predicted for ITER and DEMO. The fields included in the discussion are:
 Designs proposed for ITER
 Current-generation fusion diagnostic systems as they feature a large subset of
the next-generation machine requirements
 Space applications for their maintenance-free design, forces during launch and
vacuum environment
 High-energy laser systems for their thermal design
The general mechanical design, mirror adjustment, thermal design and mirror surface
treatment are looked into in detail.
4.1 Mirror mechanical design
The two main goals of the mirror mechanical design are to position the mirror surface
precisely and to prevent deformation and damage of the mirror surface by internal
and external effects. In the long history of optics, numerous mirror designs achieving
these goals within their intended use have been devised. Here, selected concepts are
introduced and their applicability for ITER and DEMO for the topics of substrate,
mounting, adjustment and fluid cooling is discussed briefly. The discussion assumes
mirror sizes up to 400 mm.
Substrate and mirror mount: Mounting of the substrate includes retaining the
substrate against external forces and mediating differences between environment and
substrate, e.g. differential thermal expansion. This functionality can either be fulfilled
by dedicated components or may be built into the substrate.
For small laboratory-grade equipment, irrespective of substrate material, mounting
is often achieved with simple clamps in various combinations (see Figure 4.1 for an
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example). The ease of replacement with this kind of mounting is not necessary in
a reactor and the limited position stability precludes the use in a fusion reactor for
non-flat mirrors or mirrors larger than a few mm.
Figure 4.1: Example of a sophisticated spring-loaded clamped small mirror mount.
(From [75])
More sophisticated clamped mounts are also used for larger metal and ceramic
mirrors. Figure 4.2 shows a proposed design for the divertor Thomson scattering
diagnostic system in ITER [70][71]. The design uses a polycrystalline silicon (PCS)
mirror substrate with a silicon carbide (SiC) peg. The peg is clamped with pre-load
in a stainless steel frame which in turn is bolted to the support structure of the diag-
nostic system. With the pre-load by spring elements, sufficient give to accommodate
significant differences in thermal expansion can be designed into the mount. While
the design of Figure 4.2 was found to be suitable for the SiC peg clamped in stainless
steel, the combination of the SiC peg and Si mirror causes unacceptable deformation
[71].
400 mm
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Mirror design with polycrystalline silicon substrate for the divertor Thom-
son scattering diagnostic system. Images adapted from (a) [70], (b) [71].
Direct bolting of the mirror substrate is often used for metallic substrates but also
for brittle substrates with appropriate cushioning. With careful design, forces from
the mounting can be decoupled from the optically important section of the mirror
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substrate. One basic example with tabs machined directly from the metal substrate
is shown in Figure 4.3. A second example is shown in Figure 4.5 for a fused silica
cryogenic mirror mounted to a titanium plate where the flexures also compensate for
the significant differential thermal expansion. The use of a thermoplastic as cushion
for the substrate, as included in this design, is not possible within a fusion reactor.
Figure 4.3: Metallic substrate with flexures machined from the substrate material for
strain-free mounting ([111] from [75]).
A second option for preventing forces from reaching the mirror surface are flexible,
shaped connections between two stiff sections (one used in the mounting and one to
carry the mirror surface), as discussed in, e.g. [2].
Support structure
Mirror holder
Mirror substrate
floating on pins
Figure 4.4: Design of the JET KL-11 endoscope second mirror: Aluminium floating
substrate with aluminium holder and structure.
In addition to flexure elements, mirror mounts with a floating substrate are used to
compensate differential expansion. A realization of this approach is shown in Figure
4.4. The design is used for the second mirror in the JET KL 11 endoscope [37]. The
substrate, subject to external heating, is made of aluminium and is mounted to an
aluminium support structure. The substrate can expand on the two pins (green) while
being held free of play by disc springs.
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High accuracy positioning of the mirror substrate can be achieved by precision
machining of dedicated geometry. Often, the specialised machining operations used
for the optical surface can also be used for the positioning geometry in case the
component is designed in this regard. A common example is single-point diamond
turning which, in the best case, enables machining of positioning elements in the same
chucking as finalising the mirror surface.
Mirror adjustment: With the multi-mirror chains necessary for fusion diagnostic
systems, assembly time adjustment of mirrors that later reside in vacuum is necessary.
These adjustments may be realised as a separate interface or can be combined with
the substrate mounting. For use in a fusion reactor, the main requirement for the
adjustment mechanism is the stability of the mirror surface position during the reactor
lifetime.
In current fusion diagnostic systems, shims are the common adjustment mechanism
for in-vacuum mirrors in the limited number of cases where adjustment of in-vacuum
mirrors is required. For example, the KL 11 endoscope shown in Figure 4.4 uses shims
on the three bolts that clamp the mirror holder to the structure on the rear [37]. The
mirror is not designed for re-adjustment in a hot cell.
Tilt adjustment
around spheres
Flexures for decoupling and
compensation of differential
thermal expansion
Figure 4.5: Shortwave Fold Flat Mirror Assembly of the James Webb Space Telescope
NIRCam instrument [29].
In laboratory systems and for limited-size mirrors, kinematic mounts or quasi-
kinematic variations are common: Pre-loaded point and small area contacts in a con-
figuration minimising forces generated by the mounting, allowing differential thermal
expansion and adjustment.
Figure 4.5 shows the alignment mechanism with one rotation for a space telescope
mirror with two spheres and an adjustment screw as stands in a spring-preloaded,
quasi-kinematic configuration.
Design for remote handling: For ITER, the exchange of single mirrors during
maintenance in the hot cells is desired to minimise radioactive waste. As this is not a
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common requirement for mirrors, designs aimed at remote handling maintenance are
very limited. Of the existing fusion experiments, only diagnostic systems in JET have
to take remote handling into account and it is mostly restricted to the positioning of
assemblies in the torus. Outside, glove boxes are used in the maintenance operations.
For ITER, generic designs and guidelines are given to be used in all standard
remote handling operations, including the cutting and welding of pipes, bolting of
components and inspection [93]. Care must be taken that the whole system is de-
signed for remote handling, including the surroundings of the component destined
for maintenance. To enable maintenance by remote handling, access for tools, suffi-
cient light and cameras for visual feedback are required. Standard parts shall be used
whenever available.
Some designs and approaches for the installation of diagnostics in JET during the
year 2010/11 upgrade are given in [3]. For the positioning of diagnostic assemblies in
the torus, welded rails were used allowing the positioning and attaching of assemblies
(see Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.6: Rail welded to the JET vacuum vessel for remote handling positioning
and mounting of diagnostic assemblies [3].
Figure 4.7 shows the positioning principles proposed by ITER to avoid wedging and
jamming during the installation of components. The achievable positioning accuracy
and stability has to be carefully checked for the used case of mirrors. The standard
design of the dowel arrangement in 4.7(b) specifies a fit at the pins of dD10d10 , thus
allowing for a play of 80 to 196 µm with a 10 mm pin. The Electron Cyclotron Res-
onance Heating system in ITER plans to use a concept with three pins for positioning
of the microwave quasi-optical first mirror [44].
Substrate thermal control: Mirror substrates are in thermal contact with the
environment by at least heat conduction at the substrate mounting interface and by
radiation. In current fusion devices, all mirrors are heated and cooled via these two
paths. This approach is possible due to the protected mirror location as well as the
limited shot time and fusion power.
With ITER and DEMO, heat loads are increased and more direct cooling methods
might be required to combat overheating of the material or exceeding of tolerances
from deformation by thermal gradients. The cooling of extreme surface heat loads
is encountered in high-energy layer systems with heat fluxes in the kW m−2 range.
Figure 4.8 shows designs for fluid channels in laser mirrors, from basic layouts with
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(b) Ball-end dowel arrangement(a) Three-point edge-location principle
Figure 4.7: Positioning principles suggested by ITER for remote handling operations
[93].
drilled holes to sophisticated structures with high surface areas and minimised shape
aberrations of the mirror surface [5].
Figure 4.8: Heat exchanger concepts for mirrors in high-energy laser systems [5].
Heat pipes represent a second possibility with high heat transfer capacity over
extended distances [95]. In fusion, these are interesting as no vacuum feed-through or
welded connection is required. A heat pipe uses a recirculating material undergoing a
state change: The material evaporates at the hot end and condenses on the cooled sec-
tion. It is then returned by gravity or capillary forces to the hot end (see Figure 4.9).
A temperature gradient is necessary for the heat pipe to start up. Bi-directional heat
transfer for both heating and cooling is possible. Depending on the working material,
different temperature ranges can be addressed, including the relevant temperatures
for fusion diagnostic systems.
For all high-heat flux thermal management, care must be taken during operation
so that surface deviations caused by local cooling or heating do not produce surface
ripples, thereby leaving the mirror to exceed the optical tolerances.
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Condensation on cold end
Evaporation on hot end
Heat transfer via gas and ﬂuid ﬂows
Heat pipe enclosure
Wick material
Figure 4.9: Principle of a heat pipe with wick.
4.2 Mirror surface treatment
The choice of mirror surface is governed by the need of the individual diagnostic
system, based on reﬂectivity requirement, wavelength and environmental conditions.
In the following, the available mirror surface treatment options with the level of
knowledge about their application in fusion are introduced.
Uncoated bulk metal mirrors: The substrate is polished to optical quality and
directly used as mirror surface. In the scope of this work, designs with a thick layer
welded or brazed to the substrate are also included in this group as they show iden-
tical optical properties. The maximum reﬂectance of the mirrors is limited to the
reﬂectivity of the substrate.
Bulk metal mirrors can be damaged by blister formation from the impact of fast
particles [96] (polycrystalline molybdenum), but neutron and gamma radiation up to
a ﬂuence, as encountered in ITER, have been found to not pose a problem (overview in
[22]). Depending on the material, chemical reactions may impact optical properties
– e.g. oxidation during a water ingression event. Bulk metal mirrors, especially
single crystalline substrates, have been found to be most resilient against loss of
reﬂectivity under sputtering conditions and are investigated for the ﬁrst mirror in
direct view of the plasma [54][100][55]. Candidate materials include stainless steel,
copper, molybdenum, tungsten and rhodium.
Metallic coatings: Coating with metals combine higher reﬂective materials of ben-
eﬁcial properties with a choice of substrate. Common metallic coatings are aluminium,
gold, silver and rhodium. Where a substrate with limited ability for polishing or in-
suﬃcient adhesion for the coating should be used, inter-layers between substrate and
coating can be introduced with the required properties. Failure modes of the coating
include cracking, blister formation and ﬂaking.
For fusion applications, especially coatings with Rh are investigated for visible
wavelength-range optical systems. Coating of Rh on stainless steel has successfully
been used in JET [20]. The use of Rh coatings has also been tested for ITER conditions
[61] [41]. As with the bulk metal mirrors, the radiation ﬁeld of ITER has been found
to be non-critical for the optical properties.
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Metallic mirrors with protective layers: Depending on material and particle
load, the use of a transparent protective layer – e.g. ZrO2 – to prevent oxidation and
damage of the mirror surface due to sputtering by fast particles has been proposed for
use in ITER [79]. For the oxide coating on the metal, the adhesion of the coating is
critical. Failure of the coating not only removes the local protection for the metallic
base but also increases diffuse reflection from the exposed edges of the remaining
protective layer.
Build-up of partially reflective material deposits on top of the protective coating
can lead to destructive interference, strongly reducing reflectivity for certain wave-
lengths, depending on the thickness of the protective coating layer [78]. Thus, the use
of a protective layer is only seen as viable far into the optical duct where the build-
up of deposits is not a problem. The migration distance of deposits depends on the
duct geometry and environment, and has to be checked for the individual diagnostic
system.
Multilayer dielectric coatings: A constructive interference is created on the mir-
ror side of the coating by stacking λ/4-thick layers of alternating high (H) and low (L)
index of refraction materials (see Figure 4.10). Specular reflectance in excess of 99 %
can be achieved by dielectric coatings within a limited design bandwidth. Common
layer materials of interest in fusion include HfO2, Nb2O5, TiO2, ZrO2 and SiO2.
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Figure 4.10: Structure of (a) multilayer dielectric coatings and (b) enhanced metallic
mirrors. H: high index of refraction; L: Low index of refraction.
The width of the reflectance bands can be increased by stacking packets with dif-
ferent target wavelengths or varying the thickness between layer pairs. Stresses in the
coating cannot be avoided and are generated already during deposition – e.g. due to
lattice mismatch – but also depend on temperature since the thermal expansion be-
tween the coating layers differ. For application in fusion, the occurrence of destructive
interference from partially transparent contamination deposits has to be taken into
account, as described above for the metal mirrors with protective layer.
The reflectivity of multilayer dielectric coatings depends on:
 Angle of incidence (travel distance of the light through the layers)
 Polarization direction of the light
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Temperature of the coating (thermal expansion of the materials and substrate
changing mechanical and optical thickness)
Other changes of the coating – e.g. crystallization of a layer; diﬀerent morphol-
ogy by radiation
The dependencies cannot be avoided and lead to shifts of the reﬂectance curve up to
collapse of the constructive interference. Testing under conditions approaching fusion
reactor environments has shown that coating suitability diﬀers between materials but
also manufacturers [72] [73][92]. In these tests, elevated temperatures, as encountered
in ITER with 240 ◦C during vacuum bake-out, were found to be among the critical
loads.
Damages found under fusion conditions include permanent changes in reﬂectivity
from elevated temperature. These can be caused by micro-structural changes in the
coating. Especially for the TiO2/SiO2 system, a strong eﬀect of the temperature
on the coating reﬂectivity has been observed above 200 ◦C for a commercial coating
[72]. The proposed cause for this behaviour is crystallization of the amorphous TiO2.
Blister formation up to full failure of the coating has also been observed; see Figure
4.11 for examples with TiO2/SiO2 (left) and ZrO2/SiO2 (right) dielectric coatings on
silica glass (KS-4V) substrate manufactured by the manufacturer “LOGF”, Lytkarino,
Russia, after one excursion to 250 ◦C[74].
Figure 4.11: Damaged dielectric coating after heating to 250 ◦C [74].
Testing with neutron damage is available for a number of materials in the ITER-
relevant range: SiO2/TiO2 and Nb2O5/SiO2 with fast neutron ﬂux (E>0.1MeV) up
to 2× 1017 cm−2 with no change in the reﬂectance [72]; HfO2/SiO2, Al2O3/SiO2 and
HfO2/Al2O3 for damage up to 0.1 dpa (displacements per atom) with the result of
a material, annealing temperature, and irradiation dose-dependent shift in working
wavelength range up to 20 nm [92][51]. The given dielectric coatings show high sta-
bility for the optical properties under irradiation up to 0.1 dpa, suﬃcient for use in
ITER.
In two areas, test results are very limited for use of the mirrors in ITER: long-term
coating stability under thermal conditions, where a single vacuum bake-out cycle at
240 ◦C may last up to four weeks, and coatings on substrates other than glass, which
is not an easy choice as substrate material for use in ITER.
Enhanced metallic mirrors: A metallic reﬂective surface is enhanced at speciﬁc
wavelengths with a limited number of dielectric layers on top (see Figure 4.10 (b)).
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With increasing reflectivity requirement, the presence of the metallic surface has a
diminishing effect. Enhanced metallic mirrors are subject to all failure modes of
the protected metal mirrors and include the increased layer stress of the multilayer
coatings. Where no extra-wide wavelength mirror with selective high reflectance bands
is required, this type of mirror is not deemed beneficial in a fusion diagnostic system,
as the decrease in price to a pure dielectric coating from the lower number of layers
is not significant with the limited overall number of mirrors.
4.3 Conclusion on environmental conditions and
state of the art
The individual general fusion reactor environmental conditions for diagnostic mirrors
allow the use of existing mirror designs. Solutions for mirrors that are subject to a
subset of the ITER and fusion reactor environment are available in current fusion
experiments and outside the fusion field. For a number of loads, the requirements
found in a fusion reactor are even exceeded, including for example surface heat load
in high energy laser systems.
The challenge for the design of mirrors in a fusion reactor stems from the combina-
tion of boundary conditions. No existing system is subject to the same combination
or a superset of the requirements as found in a fusion reactor with D-T plasma opera-
tion time of half a year and more. With the combination of environmental conditions,
interactions arise where the resulting environment is more restricting than the sum of
the individual components. One example are a number of covalent bound materials
which have to be excluded if both high-energetic radiation and vacuum are present
because of radiation induced out-gassing.
Taking into account the interactions of environmental conditions, the existing
solutions for individual functional groups of mirror designs were reviewed for their
applicability in fusion. It was found that especially the presence of tritium and the
activation by neutrons, requiring the use of remote handling for any maintenance, are
not well covered by existing designs. The discussed solutions are taken into account
in the further design considerations and modified where necessary to account for the
changed requirements of the fusion reactor environment.
Chapter 5
Principal considerations on mirror
design in fusion reactors
As discussed in Chapter 4, individual systems with partially stricter requirements
exist outside of fusion, but the specific combination of environmental conditions as
found close to the fusion plasma requires an adapted design. In this chapter, solutions
for singular functionality and fundamental design choices are discussed for the target
requirements of ITER and DEMO. The topics of mirror substrate selection, mirror
adjustment during assembly and in the hot cells, substrate temperature control and
the overall maintenance approach are looked at in detail.
For this chapter, it is assumed that the support structure in between mirrors is
made from stainless steel. While other materials can be used, the implications of
different support structure materials are very diverse. With numerous effects also
on the diagnostic system level design, a complete discussion is not feasible in the
scope of this work. Stainless steel is used as a versatile general purpose material and
represents the baseline for all structural components in ITER and DEMO. In addition,
it is assumed that the diagnostic mirrors’ design wavelength is located in the visible
wavelength range in order to focus the discussion, but without limiting the general
case.
5.1 Mirror substrate material selection
The choice of mirror substrate material is central to the design and operation of
the mirror. In the fusion environment, two material groups are suitable given the
restrictions inside the vacuum vessel: ceramics (including glass ceramics) and metal-
lic substrates. A number of requirements, some partially contradictory, have to be
weighed against each other:
 Thermomechanical stability: Substrate deformation is reduced for materials
with high thermal conductivity (λ) and low coefficient of thermal expansion
(α). In general, volumetric heating by n- and γ-radiation tends to scale with
density of a material (ρ), but is also strongly governed by interaction cross
section and the possible reactions.
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 Mechanical stability: High rigidity (Young’s modulus, E) minimizes deforma-
tion due to external forces. Higher electric resistivity (%) is preferable during
magnetic transients. The dead weight of the individual mirror, governed in large
parts by the density, is of secondary concern in a fusion reactor
 Material suitability: Coating adhesion for coated mirrors or sufficiently high
base material reflectivity. Vacuum and radiation suitability as was discussed in
Chapter 3
 Manufacturing and assembly suitability: Availability of manufacturing methods
and procedures; complexity of the mirror design for manufacturing and assembly
For thermomechanical stability, α/λ is an often-used figure of merit in optics to com-
pare materials. For example, on a mirror with surface heating and cooling on the
rear side, a conduction-driven temperature gradient arises and deforms the mirror
substrate. For a plate of thickness zc, the temperature difference between front and
rear is given as
∆T = T0 − Tz = q˙zc
λ
(5.1.1)
where q˙ is the heat flow. For an unconstrained finite plate with edge length l0, the
difference in expansion on the front and rear sides ∆l is proportional to the change
in mirror surface curvature and is calculated as
∆l = αm∆T =
αm
λ
q˙zc (5.1.2)
with αm being the mean instantaneous coefficient of thermal expansion for the tem-
perature range. Thus, the use of α/λ allows comparison of different materials with
regard to stability under surface heat loads.
In a fusion reactor, the less frequently encountered case of volumetric heating is
found due to the presence of significant neutron and γ-radiation. For the volumetric
heating, the steady-state energy balance for a volume dV=A*dz with enthalpy H, a
volumetric heat source Γ˙ and heat flow Q˙(z) at the height z with z = z0 = 0 on the
hot surface increasing towards the cooled side at z = zc is described as
dH
dt
= 0 = Q˙(z) + Γ˙Adz − Q˙(z + dz) (5.1.3)
The equations describing the heat transfer through the plate and boundary conditions
are as follows:
Q˙ = −λAdT (z)
dz
(5.1.4)
dT
dz
∣∣∣∣
z=0
= 0, T (zc) = Tc (5.1.5)
From 5.1.3, it follows that
dQ˙
dz
= Γ˙Adz (5.1.6)
Taking the derivative of 5.1.4 and inserting 5.1.6 leads to
Γ˙Adz = −λd
2T (z)
dz2
(5.1.7)
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5.1.7 is integrated once, then expanded with the independent variable dz and inte-
grated again. With the boundary conditions given in 5.1.5, the temperature distribu-
tion is given as
T (z) = − Γ˙
2λ
(z2 − z2c ) + Tc (5.1.8)
As for the first case, the temperature distribution is inversely dependent on λ. Because
of the quadratic dependency on z, the mechanical deformation is modified, but the
dependency proportional to α/λ remains.
Plot 5.1 shows α/λ for a selection of materials plotted against E as the merit num-
ber against deformation by external forces – e.g. through the interface. The materials
are chosen based on general feasibility in a fusion reactor with the requirements given
in Chapter 3 and cover a wide range of the feasible materials.
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Figure 5.1: Stiffness against external forces versus thermo-mechanical stability. Values
from [32] (Si, SiO2, Al 6061-T6), [88] (Schott N-BK7), [7] (316L(N)-IG, CuAl)
For material and design suitability, it is not possible to give single numerical values
for suitability. The fitness of a material depends on a number of different, distinct
needs with the relative importance of the influences depending on the diagnostic
system requirements and overall system layout. In addition, a number of solutions
exist that address very specific issues, thus preventing the formulation of a general
selection choice. For example, a material with hard inclusion might be coated with a
thick layer of nickel first, enabling polishing to optical roughness. Table 5.1 gives a
high level evaluation on the fusion-relevant requirements of ceramics and metals for a
number of considerations.
With the wide range of requirements, the actual selection of the substrate material
depends on the specific system requirements. As for non-fusion optical systems, ce-
ramics, including glass ceramics, provide overall higher optical quality. The increased
mechanical complexity can be worthwhile for diagnostics requiring a maximum of
stability against aberrations and diffuse reflectivity from surface roughness. Because
of the complexity involved in connecting ceramic substrates to a cooling system, lo-
cations with elevated heat loads are problematic, especially for mirrors with heat
sensitive coatings requiring cooling.
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Table 5.1: General requirements on mirror substrates.
Requirement Ceramics Metals
Possibility for cooling and
heating
Problematic: exchange of
heat by limited contact
conduction and radiation
Good: internal cooling
channels feasible and bet-
ter contact conductance
(ductile material)
Suitability for elevated
temperature
Limited: depending on
coating (coating required)
High for uncoated mir-
rors, otherwise depending
on coating
Substrate mounting inter-
face complexity
Higher: conformal struc-
ture for brittle material,
no material with ∆α of
0 K−1 to stainless steel
Lower: depending on ∆α.
Versatility for general
manufacturing
Limited: brittle material
limits methods
High
Design space requirement Higher: substrate may be
small but mounting struc-
ture required
Lower: additional func-
tionality easily built into
substrate
EM forces (Disruption) None to low: most mate-
rials are good isolators
Higher: rising with in-
creasing electrical conduc-
tivity
Substrate requirements with no specific influence from fusion
Ability to polish High: best for glass ce-
ramics.
Wide: range from very
good (Al) to problematic
(steels with carbides, ni-
trides)
Need for coating High: translucent or low
reflectivity in visible spec-
trum.
Less: bulk material reflec-
tivity from ≈50 % (pol-
ished Mo, stainless steel)
to ≈90 % (Al)
Ability to coat Good: wide range of
reflective coatings and
know-how.
Partially limited: lack
of coating experience for
non-traditional mirror
substrate metals
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The main advantage of metallic substrates is the possibility of a smaller overall
mirror footprint with integration of additional functionality into the mirror substrate
where required by the fusion environment. Examples include direct active tempera-
ture control or the remote handling interface. The avoidance of interfaces between
highly dissimilar materials, as are present with ceramic substrates, lends itself to re-
duced complexity in the design. For material combinations with zero difference in the
coefficient of thermal expansion (∆α = 0 K−1) between support structure and mirror
substrate, the optical system represents a passive athermal design as long as no spatial
thermal gradients are present.
In diagnostic systems where the reflectivity of high-melting point metals such as
Mo or Rh is sufficiently high, the use of a bulk polished substrate which can be allowed
to heat up to high temperatures allows simplifying the thermal control of the mirror
even for the most highly loaded mirrors in the direct line of sight of the plasma.
5.2 Adjustment during assembly
As the achievable manufacturing accuracy is in general below the positioning require-
ment of optical elements, it is necessary to provide adjustment options on a number of
mirrors inside the multi-mirror optical chains of fusion diagnostic systems. Because
of the complications arising from the environment inside the torus, it is beneficial
to realise only a minimum set of adjustments inside the vacuum vessel. Additional
alignment of the system should be realised with the in-air optical elements of the
diagnostic system.
As a result, the first goal of alignment for the in-vacuum adjustments is to aim
the light in order to enable imaging of the field of view through the vacuum window,
which is limited in size and acts as an additional aperture located far from the entrance
aperture of the optical system. This aiming can be realised by rotation around the
mirror’s local X and Y axes (Rx/Ry; tip/tilt). The other four DOF influence mostly
the imaging quality and are included in the considerations only where they can be
provided without an increase in mechanical complexity.
Because of the limited access to systems inside the vacuum and complications
arising from feed-throughs and movement of mechanisms, adjustment of in-vacuum
mirrors for ITER and DEMO is deemed sensible only during assembly and mainte-
nance times with direct access to the mirror. As a second consequence of the limited
access, it is critical that the mirror adjustment mechanism is stable over the long term
against all operational loads. For ITER, the design goal of the in-vacuum diagnostic
components is to provide the operational time of 20 years with no maintenance.
Owing to the wide range of possible mirror sizes, loads and adjustment require-
ments of the different diagnostic systems, no single proposal of a mirror adjustment
mechanism is given. Four groups of principal alignment mechanisms, based on com-
mon advantages and disadvantages inside the fusion reactor primary vacuum chamber,
have been identified and are discussed (see also Figure 5.2): a) adapting the interface,
b) flexible hinges, c) extended shaped contact and d) pre-loaded small contacts. In the
discussion, the general design requirements, such as adjustment step width, locking
of the alignment and cross talk between alignment directions, are only addressed in
passing and have to be included in the diagnostic design on a per-system basis.
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Figure 5.2: 2D sketches of the adjustment principles. Each principle has a number of
possible realizations that can diﬀer even in the basic features such as the number of
degrees of freedom for adjustment.
5.2.1 Adapting the interface
The adjustment principle of the ﬁrst concept group is to provide a mirror mounting
interface with a location and orientation where the optical system is in alignment.
Two approaches are possible: Machine the interface to compensate the deviations or
introduce intermediate element(s) – e.g. shims.
For the ﬁrst solution of machining the interface to ﬁt, the compensation param-
eters for the mirror chain needs to be known before ﬁnal machining of the adjusted
interface can take place. The available degrees of freedom for adjustment depend on
the amount of machining that can be realised. All six DOF may be used to com-
pensate for deviations, but the required adjustment accuracy may not exceed the
combined inaccuracies of measurement and machining the assembly interface.
For shimming, either machining of the shim element to size or the use of multi-
ple pre-fabricated shims is possible. For the simplest solution with a bolted, shimmed
interface, example realizations are shown in Figure 5.3. In the given examples, adjust-
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ment of two rotations around and movement perpendicular to the interface are pos-
sible. In this case, the interface needs to be oriented as required by the adjustments.
Additional designs of shimmed interfaces exist with diﬀerent DOF for adjustment.
Selection of the shim conﬁguration depends on the system requirements.
Adjustable degrees of freedom
Machined to ﬁt single shim
Stacks of
shims
Figure 5.3: Designs for bolted, shimmed interfaces. Left: single, machined-to-ﬁt
shim. Right: three stacks of shims selected to compensate deviations (with angular
compensation on bolts).
The main advantage of adapting the interface to dimensions compensating de-
viations in the context of a fusion reactor lies in the robustness of the adjustment.
Besides settling in the interface, alignment cannot be lost. The required manufactur-
ing, adjustment and complexity can be assessed early.
The adjustment principle does not automatically include any structure to compen-
sate for diﬀerential expansion within the interface. Frictional movements between the
contacting surfaces have to be taken into account. In addition, forces can be trans-
mitted through the interface. In cases where critical loads internal to the interface
are encountered, a compensating structure can be added in between the interface and
the mirror to reduce the transmission of forces to the mirror substrate at the cost of
an increased system complexity.
The main disadvantage results from the complexity of the adjustment. Depend-
ing on the actual design implementation, multiple steps are necessary to ﬁnalise the
adjustment. In case of the machined-to-ﬁt interface, the necessary compensation pa-
rameters have to be determined before ﬁnalising the interface, introducing signiﬁcant
machining operations late into the manufacturing process. With shims, each iteration
of the adjustment necessitates a partial disassembly of the mirror.
Re-adjustment during maintenance for the machined-to-ﬁt interface – e.g. after
exchange of one mirror in the mirror chain – is limited to replacement of the adjusted
mirror: Precision machining of activated parts is not seen as a realistic option. For
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Table 5.2: Comparison of machining the interface and shimming the interface.
Option Advantages Disadvantages
Machine interface Maximum stability, no addi-
tional elements
Limited re-adjustment capa-
bility
Up to six DOF can be ad-
justed
Late machining operation nec-
essary on critical component
Accuracy limited to measure-
ment + machining accuracy
No adjustment of compensa-
tion
Shim interface Late machining not necessary
or less intrusive
Additional contacts, reducing
interface contact conductance
Higher accuracy with closely
spaced shim stepping
Adjustable DOF determined
by interface orientation
Change of adjustment feasible
the shimmed solution, the manipulation of the shims by remote handling needs to be
taken into account during the design phase and the overall system layout is required
to provide sufficient access to the shims.
5.2.2 Flexible hinges
Flexible hinges allow relative movement between parts, both for adjustment and other
changes in dimension including differential thermal expansion. For adjustment, the
design goal is to allow the adjustment motion but realise an overall stiff structure
against the forces acting on the mirror by combining the stiff direction of the flexible
hinges to lock against the forces.
A number of designs based on flexible hinges exist and Figure 5.4 gives a few
examples for primarily rotational hinges. (a) is a sturdy realization for one rotational
alignment with a flat spring as hinge. (b), pins with flex hinges (hinges need to be
adapted to the bending direction), can realize two rotations within a relatively small
space. (c) allows repeated flexing of one rotation and is stiff against lateral shift.
The biggest advantage of flexible hinges is the inherent absence of frictional motion
between surfaces. In the absence of plastic deformation and creep, the mirror position
is stable against permanent changes. Differential thermal expansion between parts can
be compensated but has to be taken into account in dimensioning. The hinges are
free of play without the need for a pre-load.
While the springs do not act as thermal isolators, they introduce a resistance. In
case of a design as given in 5.4(b), volumetric gamma heating close to the plasma
leads to elevated temperature of the springs from the heat generated in the central
enlarged section, affecting mirror alignment. Thus, the dimensioning of the springs is
a balancing of flexibility, force-bearing capability and thermal management.
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Flat spring
(a) (b) (c)
One ring ﬁxed
to environment
Adjustable degrees of freedom
Figure 5.4: Assortment of spring elements: (a) Single rotation stage with ﬂat spring.
(b) Flexible post for two rotational degrees of freedom and limited lateral movement.
(c) Flexure pivot by C-Flex Bearing Co., Inc. for one rotation.
Care has to be taken with dimensioning. With the pre-stress from adjustment,
the load-bearing capability of the spring elements can be exceeded quickly. Forces
during plasma disruptions, coupled with elevated temperature and diﬀerential thermal
expansion in the interface, pose a complex problem for dimensioning. Higher spring
stiﬀness required to bear elevated loads results in a reduced adjustment range.
The ﬂexible hinges are most advantageous for smaller mirrors at moderate loads.
The actual limits of application depend on the available design space and adjustment
range. In case dimensioning of the ﬂex hinges is possible, they provide a clean interface
with long-term stability against loss of alignment. Flexible hinges are the ﬁrst choice
for repeated motion in vacuum.
5.2.3 Extended shaped contact
The ‘extended shaped contact’ group is characterised by movement between two rigid,
matched surfaces realising the rotational or lateral adjustment. It is the principal
generally found in, e.g. goniometer stages. Separation of the interface under oﬀ-
normal forces is realised by a pre-load or positive locking mechanisms in the direction
of the loads. The contact is only meant to see a limited number of movement cycles
in the interface with the aim of no movement after alignment. It exhibits many of the
same properties as the ﬁrst group but allows direct alignment.
Designs for adjustment of one rotational axis are given in Figure 5.5. Linear
alignments are possible but not discussed here since they are not as necessary for the
in-vacuum fusion mirrors. Multiple axes can be realised by stacking multiple stages
or with ball-in-sphere-type arrangements (see, e.g. Figure 5.7). Designs where the
mirror is mounted on a tube with separate vacuum ﬂange, allowing aligning from the
air side of the system while the vacuum vessel is vented, as proposed for the core
LIDAR diagnostic in ITER (see [67]), also fall within this group.
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F
Substrate, ﬂoating in holder Rotation axis
Internally cooled holder
Dovetail conﬁguration
One end
spring loaded
Adjustable degree of freedom
Alignment and
torque compensation
(allowed to shift on stud)
Figure 5.5: Extended shaped contacts as bearing: (a) Gliding axis in pre-loaded
bushing. (b) Goniometer arrangement with, e.g. dovetail sliding contact.
The main advantage of extended shaped contacts is the ease of adjustment while
stability under high loads is retained. With the large surfaces in contact, the ther-
mal contact conductance helps reduce temperature diﬀerences in the interface. The
interface design can and must be adapted to diﬀerent construction spaces.
A critical point is the compensation of diﬀerential thermal expansion over the
interface. Dissimilar materials and temperature diﬀerences can only be allowed as
long as sliding in the interface is possible without ill eﬀects. In Figure 5.5 (b), this is
solved by active temperature control of both sides of the interface, avoiding thermal
gradients. Cold-welding of the contact in case of local sliding inside the interface can
prevent re-alignment and lead to permanent change in the alignment.
While designs for a single rotation axis can be simple and robust, this advantage
is reduced when multiple axes need to be aligned. The group is best used for aligning
a single rotation for mirrors under high forces, as encountered close to the plasma,
e.g. metallic substrate ﬁrst mirrors.
5.2.4 Pre-loaded small contacts
The third group includes designs based on the concept of small, pre-loaded contacts in
the interface between the aligned and ﬁxed parts of the mirror holder. The contacts
are ideally arranged in a manner to constrain, but not over-constrain, the system
and shield the mirror substrate from mounting induced forces except for the residual
stress from friction. The common realizations are the kinematic and quasi-kinematic
mounts in their numerous conﬁgurations, as often used in breadboard mounts. Figure
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5.6 illustrates a concept for a highly loaded mirror close to the plasma. The design
uses two V-grooves angled for adjustment with movable spheres (shown on the right
side), restricting two and one DOF, as well as one cone restricting three DOF.
Mirror holder
Holder-side contact surfaces
Substrate-side contact surfaces
To mirror mounting interface
Adjustable degrees
of freedom
(centre of rotation =
centre of sphere)
V-grooves at an angle
to mirror surface
Adjustment
Spring-loaded bolts
securing the substrate
Figure 5.6: Kinematic mounting for two rotational adjustments with three point
contacts and a line contact.
With a suitable conﬁguration, movements from thermal expansion and alignment
cannot create high stresses in the interface. A slight movement from diﬀerential
thermal expansion between the support and mirror substrate is encountered in the
point contacts.
The interface provides good thermal isolation in the interface if required by the
application. It is necessary to prevent a current loop by eddy currents from disruptions
through the contacts; otherwise, arcing at the contacts might damage the bearing
surface or even lead to point welding. With the interface depending on the pre-load
in the interface to work, springs are required. At the location of the mirrors in ITER
and DEMO, loss of pre-load due to neutron-induced creep has to be checked for
positions close to the plasma.
The main limitation of the concept lies in the load-bearing capacity of the point
contacts. For external loads with no ﬁxed direction, the spring pre-load in the contact
has to at least match the external load in order to prevent opening of the contact.
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One such example is the EM load of ITER, where the plasma current may be run
in both directions, with the result of inverting the sign of the load. In the case of a
forward-facing mirror of the core CXRS diagnostic system (200 mm*150 mm, stainless
steel), no solution could be found due to the resulting pressure in the contact.
The ability of the contacts to undergo motion is simultaneously the main advantage
and a risk. Thermal cycling with each plasma shot, baking cycles, plasma disruptions
and vibration of the machine during operation lead to high cycle counts of micrometre
and larger movements. With the contact directly in the relevant path for alignment,
the impact on contact wear has to be assessed carefully. With the limited load-bearing
capacity of the contacts, the application is limited to smaller mirrors farther from the
plasma.
5.2.5 Conclusions on adjustment mechanisms
Depending on mirror size as well as loads and requirements, different alignment mech-
anisms should be used. Pre-loaded small contacts are excellent from the optical point
of view with high alignment range and decoupling of loads transferred through the
interface, but the pre-loaded point contacts are easily overloaded or damaged in a
fusion reactor. While flexible hinges offer many of the same benefits and limitations,
they do not rely on small contact areas and avoid the need for a constant pre-load;
hence, they are preferable for mirrors of limited size in protected positions inside or
behind the neutron shielding where external loads are reduced.
For large mirrors and locations with higher loads, adapting the interface and ex-
tended shaped contacts can both work. For both designs, the temperature gradient
over the interface should be controlled to minimise stress and motion in the contact.
Machined-to-fit adjustment provides highest stability where the required late machin-
ing of the interface is feasible and the limited tolerance of the machine accuracy is
sufficient. Where highest position stability is not required or the late machining is
not feasible, shimming for adjustment is a viable alternative.
In addition to the four principles, combinations may be used. Figure 5.7 presents
an example where a captured sphere (extended shaped contact) realizes the rota-
tional degrees of freedoms, while a flexible post compensates the lateral shift. With
the flexible post relieved from taking the majority of the adjustment motion, it can
bear higher operational loads and may be used for the compensation of differences in
thermal expansion of holder and substrate, both from ∆α and ∆T.
Adjustable mirrors inside the vacuum vessel are always at least as vulnerable as
the same mirror without adjustment could be. It is critical to assess which in-vacuum
mirrors have to be adjusted and where alignment can be reached by other means.
At least the possibilities to change the design towards minimizing the critical loads
for the adjusted mirror should be considered. For two of the main loads in a fusion
reactor, EM forces and volumetric heating, even small changes in the design can result
in a considerable load reduction.
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x2
Adjustment by axial
clamping shaft nut
Adjustment: lateral compensation
Operation: compensation for Δ
in thermal expansion
Main DOF during adjustment
Figure 5.7: Combination of the large surface and ﬂex element to minimise stress from
adjustment in the ﬂexible element.
5.3 Thermal design
In a fusion environment, a number of goals exist for the thermal design, requiring
both cooling and heating of the mirror substrate, depending on the circumstances:
Cooling during operation where heat loads cause too high of a temperature for
the mirror materials or diagnostic operation
Control of the mean temperature and temperature gradients to achieve the
required imaging quality of the mirror train
Heating to reduce condensation of contaminants on the mirror surface, especially
during the early phases of vacuum bake-out
The toolset for thermal design includes both active measures (e.g. ﬂuid circuits)
and passive provisions (e.g. design for radiation cooling). In general, multiple methods
are present in any design at the same time. Figure 5.8 provides an overview on the
principles available inside the fusion environment.
In the following paragraphs, an evaluation of the thermal management options
speciﬁc to the fusion environment and for in-vacuum diagnostic mirrors is given.
Advantages and disadvantages are only discussed where they diﬀer under vacuum
conditions to the application in air. In the design step all properties must be taken
into account.
Fluid in direct contact: The substrate may either act as a vacuum boundary or a
separate vacuum boundary can be used with a bonded heat-transfer interlayer. With
the substrate as a vacuum boundary, material selection is limited to vacuum-tight
and weldable materials to allow for the pipe connections. For a separate vacuum
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Figure 5.8: Design options for temperature contact.
boundary, forces by the bond and material pairing – e.g. ∆α – have to be taken into
account.
With the ability to apply heating and cooling at specific locations through the
component design and at specific times by steering the flow, control of the tempera-
ture is high. Bending of the substrate due to volumetric heating can be approximately
compensated for by a channel located in the substrate centre, creating opposing ther-
mal gradients across the substrate. To succeed in the compensation, the distribution
of surface and volumetric heating have to be known and optimization can only be
done for certain heating scenarios.
The general drawback of mirror surface ripples due to the localised heating and
cooling is reinforced where the fluid feed temperature is not stable, as is likely the case
for the main cooling fluid of any reactor. In addition, assembly and maintenance of
the mirror is greatly complicated due to the cutting, welding and inspection required
at the supply pipes with remote handling equipment. The space required for the
remote handling equipment also has to be reserved.
The use of a flexible vacuum boundary – e.g. bellows – around a large portion
of the substrate allows fluid direct contact on a larger surface. It also creates the
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possibility of complex substrate-mounting mechanisms inside a fluid, avoiding the
problems introduced by the vacuum environment for the encapsulated mechanisms.
Due to the inherent vulnerability of the boundary, the problems with inspection and
the resulting maintenance effort, the use of such an encompassing vacuum boundary
is not seen as viable.
Contact conductance: Internal routing of pipes with a pre-loaded thermal contact
to the surrounding substrate can be realised e.g. by the use of a permanently flexible
mesh, but stability of the contact under repeated application of forces is seen as
problematic. Contact conductance on a substrate surface is not seen as a standalone
solution due to the forces transferred into the substrate, but rather as an effect that
can advantageous at the mounting location of the mirror substrate.
Other than the reduced contact conductance in the interface inside the vacuum,
the function is no different than outside of fusion as long as the pre-load can be
maintained.
Electric heating: The use of mineral-insulated resistance wires inside a fusion re-
actor requires isolated feed-troughs at the vacuum boundary. Close to the plasma,
isolation enclosing the supply lead might be required to avoid shorts from electri-
cally conducting deposits from the plasma at the wire stand-offs. Thermocouples are
seen as necessary to allow monitoring of the temperature. Other aspects of electrical
heating are not changed by the presence of a vacuum.
Thermal bridges: An element with good thermal conductance is introduced be-
tween substrate and a temperature-controlled body, thus avoiding the problem of
transfer of forces and bridging gaps to the cooled structure. The main benefit is
the avoidance of any vacuum-tight connections and easy handling for maintenance.
The delayed reaction and the required temperature gradient prevent use of the ma-
chine thermal source for keeping the mirror surface above the general environment
temperature.
Heat pipes, as a novel way of a high-capacity no-maintenance thermal link, are
limited in operational temperature range, but fusion-relevant temperatures are avail-
able. The operational range for the high thermal transfer capacity link might be
limited. Close to the plasma, additional fusion specific complications are:
 In case the pipe is damaged, a virtual leak is created. Detection in the closed
reactor is problematic, as no external tracer gas can be introduced to pinpoint
the leaking component
 The stability of the heat transfer fluid under the high flux neutron and gamma
radiation conditions has to be shown. For fluids with covalent bonds, the amount
of decomposition should not lead to excessive loss of heat transfer and no com-
bustible mixtures may be created
Thermal radiation as the heat exchange path is not modified by the fusion en-
vironment. The heat transfer may be controlled using intermediate structures and
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coatings with defined emissivity, but the materials must conform to the fusion envi-
ronment requirements.
5.3.1 Conclusions thermal design
Wherever possible, thermal management should rely on thermal radiation and contact
conductance in the substrate interface as all additional connections to the substrate
increase complexity of the mirror. On the other end of the spectrum, internal fluid
flows allow for the most direct influence of the substrate temperature with minimal
induced forces at the cost of an increased risk of leaks and a higher complexity of mirror
exchange during maintenance because of to the need for re-welding and inspecting the
vacuum boundary.
With solutions relying on thermal contacts, care must be taken in ensuring that
the thermal contact does not create unacceptable distortion by the induced forces
and resulting thermal field. It is also important that the maintenance effort required
disconnecting the thermal connection from the permanent, actively cooled or heated
part is checked. For spring pre-loaded contacts, the long-term stability of the contact
under thermal cycling must also be proven.
In all designs, especially those with more indirect thermal paths, early heat-up
during bake-out ramp-up to prevent condensation can be achieved by a separate mirror
fluid circuit with the ability to raise the temperature earlier than the environment,
bypassing the time lag of the thermal contact. As the increase in system complexity
for a solution with separate fluid circuit is significant, the benefits have to be evaluated
critically, especially as a mirror with internal fluid flow already feature a fast thermal
reaction and are likely to exceed the temperature of the environment during the heat-
up phase of vacuum bake-out.
Electric heating can be used to keep mirrors permanently above environment tem-
perature, preventing significant condensation of volatiles but the system-level design
complexity, especially with the degradation of isolators, has to be checked in detail.
5.4 Conclusions on principal design considerations
Due to the differences in specific requirements of individual fusion diagnostic systems,
no reasonable, single, standardised mirror design for general use can be proposed.
Instead, common functions of mirror systems have been regarded with a focus on the
specific requirements of the fusion environment.
For the substrate choice, adjustment mechanism and the substrate temperature
control, solutions suitable to operate in the primary vacuum of a fusion reactor were
described with their limitations. For all of these major functions, workable solutions
were found. While it is possible to come up with impossible to fulfil requirements for
the mirrors, the general possibility of realising optical mirrors inside the vacuum vessel
of an extended pulse-time D-T fusion reactor can be answered in the affirmative.
To arrive at a well-rounded design of the mirror, the considerations discussed
have to be brought together with the system-level layout and design of the complete
diagnostic system in mind. A bottom-up approach looking only at the isolated mirror
is not seen as promising.
Chapter 6
Concept design for ITER core
CXRS secondary mirrors
The general design considerations of the last chapter are applied to a specific diagnos-
tic system of ITER, the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) on the
plasma core, and the beam emission spectroscopy (BES) system. These systems rely
on UPP#3 to couple light from the interaction zone of the DNB and the plasma into
optical fibres outside the vacuum boundary. The critical requirement for the optical
system in the port plug is to transmit as much light as possible to allow evaluation
of the signal against a strong background. The spatial resolution requirement, on
the other hand, is limited. A maximum root mean square radius of the point spread
function of 150 µm at the fibre coupler, with a magnification in the range of 1/35 to
1/40 is required from the port plug optical system [43].
First, the underlying physics and layout of core CXRS is introduced and the diag-
nostic specific design requirements are given. Afterwards, a design for the secondary
mirrors in UPP#3 is proposed, based on the considerations of the previous chapter.
The design addresses the general requirements as identified in chapter 3, and is aimed
at the specific needs of core CXRS and BES of ITER. Thermo-mechanical simula-
tions show the feasibility of the design under the complex loads in ITER both for the
mechanical integrity and optical requirements.
6.1 ITER UPP#3 layout
Core CXRS and BES share one optical system inside UPP#3. Both systems together
require light of wavelength 460 to 663 nm to be transferred out of the vacuum vessel.
An e´tendue times transmission of 1 mm2 sr is set as the target for the in-port optical
system and fibres to the spectrometer.
The optical system layout of UPP#3, which is used as a design basis in this work,
is shown in Figure 6.1. The light enters from the plasma side on the left and is guided
by seven mirrors to the mounting flange on the right, where the vacuum window is
located. The grey structure represents the standardised UPP shell while the blue block
is the diagnostic shielding module (DSM), which acts also as an optical bench for the
system. Some subsystems of the core CXRS diagnostic inside the UPP, including the
first mirror cleaning source and most piping, are hidden for clarity.
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M1 (First mirror) M3 M7
Top view
Mounting flange as vacuum
barrier with optical window
M2
Aperture in plasma exposed first wall
Shutter with actuator
Side view
Front view
(plasma end)
Calibration optical channels
Core CXRS optical path
Upper port plug outer shell
1 m
Diagnostic shielding
module (DSM)
M4 and M5 M6
Figure 6.1: Overview of UPP#3 with the main optical path (‘Large M1’) in green
and standardised UPP shell in grey.
The mirrors are separated in two groups: the mirrors in the first group, consisting
of mirrors 1 to 5, are individually mounted to the DSM. Mirrors 6 and 7 located in the
rear section near the vacuum window and mounted to a separate support structure.
A more detailed discussion of the optical system and diagnostic subsystems inside the
port is given in [43] and [66].
Over the course of this work, the optical layout in UPP#3 has been modified
several times with involvement of the author, including one major redesign initiated
by mirror lifetime considerations and to decrease the complexity of the optical system.
A strong influence on the changes of the optical layout was the mirror design shown
in this work as the layout and mirrors’ mechanical realization were modified together,
enabling the design as presented. A detailed description of the initial layout of the
port, the core CXRS reference design, can be found in [49].
A modification to the system layout driven by the mirror design was shifting
the location of the mirrors towards the outer walls of the DSM, thus allowing the
maintenance strategy as proposed in the following section and accommodating changes
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Vacuum window and fibre coupler
Top and bottom of DSM:
reserved space for
mounting of DSM
Optical path
inside plasma
Green lines:
edges of mirrors
Optical path in port plug
Figure 6.2: Available design space in UPP#3 (DSM) compared to the optical path
size. Additional systems in UPP#3 and functions restricting the design space are
hidden for clarity.
in the generic UPP design by the ITER Organization. In addition, the design space
as anticipated for the mirror assemblies and all assembly and maintenance operations
were reserved so that no other systems could block implementation of the mirror
design.
The available design space for the core CXRS mirrors is restricted by the UPP
shape (see Figure 6.2): The optical channel is coloured yellow while the green lines
highlight the edge of the optical path at the mirrors. The mirrors may not stick out
of the DSM + DFW (in blue). The two rear mirrors (6 and 7) are also bound to
the trapezoid envelope of the port structure, as the whole system is inserted from the
trapezoid plasma facing end. No access from the air side of the port is possible with
the vacuum boundary and structural material of the port.
Additional restrictions arise from the diagnostic subsystems, such as a shutter and
calibration components, but also external functions, such as the space reservation
for the bolts used in mounting the DSM and DFW to the upper port shell. Lastly,
radiation shielding favours compact or at least high material fill rate mirror designs
since the effectiveness of the radiation shielding present in the port in the DSM region
should be maintained at the same level as the surrounding ITER first wall. The
shielding is required to protect the superconducting magnets during operation as well
as to minimize activation in the port interspace and port cell behind the UPP#3, in
accordance with the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) principle since human
access during maintenance is foreseen.
On the system level, the mirrors feature the general characteristics, as given in
Table 6.1. The mirror surface materials were chosen based on preliminary knowledge
of material reliability at the local conditions, light throughput requirements and mirror
lifetime.
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Table 6.1: Baseline mirror dimensions, shape and mirror surface materials for the
large M1 option core CXRS in-port diagnostic mirrors.
Mirror Shape Approx. size [mm] Mirror surface material baseline
M1 flat 270 x 120 Polished single crystal Mo; No
coating
M2 toroidal 400 x 230 Rhodium coating
M3 flat 360 x 210 Rhodium coating
M4, M5 flat 280 x 200 High reflective multilayer dielec-
tric coating (Target reflectivity
>98%)
M6, M7 off-axis ellipsoid 250 and 370 High reflective multilayer dielec-
tric coating (Target reflectivity
>98%)
6.2 Baseline design fixed mirrors
The baseline design of Mirrors 2 to 7 is put together on the basis of the function-specific
solutions discussed in Chapter 5, as applied to the core CXRS specific requirements.
The first mirror of core CXRS is not covered by the baseline design proposal, as the
system-level substrate choice of single crystal molybdenum necessitates a different
approach. The implementation for the second mirror is shown in Figure 6.3. A list of
design drivers for the base concept is given below. The individual design realizations
are discussed in detail subsequently. The primary driver of the design is integrating
the relatively large mirrors into the narrow UPP and enabling maintenance for the
mirrors.
Limited design space
Monolithic body, avoidance of extensive structures by integration of function-
ality – e.g. handling interface – and elimination of auxiliary functionality: No
compensation of thermal expansion with only uniform temperature at interfaces
and ∆α = 0 within interfaces.
Condensation on mirror may degrade performance
Substrate heating possibility with internal fluid flow
Substrate material choice for only same material coolant pipe welds (reliability
of vacuum tightness)
Fluctuating thermal loads
Design avoiding thermal gradients at critical locations affecting mirror surface
deviations
Optical system desired in-focus from 20 ◦C to 240 ◦C
Athermalization with ∆α = 0 between mirror substrate of and inter-mirror
structure:
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Temperature of DSM neither uniform nor constant
Localised mount: Connection to the DSM at one location only
Decoupling of substrate with optical surface and mounting interface (to a limited
extent)
Maintenance in the hot cells
Orientation of interface and direction of assembly motion towards the lateral
side of the DSM where sufficient access is available
Self-guided positioning of the substrate during insertion
Diagnostic Shield Module (DSM)
Mirror surface
Two pins for substrate positioning (green)
Water feed and return
Mirror flange contact surfaces
Mounting by three bolts with
threaded inserts in DSM
M2 mounted in
pocket of the DSM
Tapped holes for
docking the RH
hoisting tool
Figure 6.3: Baseline design for the core CXRS second mirror.
The proposed mirror design consists of the mirror substrate directly bolted to the
DSM. The DSM acts as an optical bench for the mirror train. All functionality is
either integrated into the mirror substrate – e.g. the docking interface for the remote
handling transport frame – or avoided altogether – e.g. providing compliance for
differential expansion by either temperature gradients or ∆α between bodies.
The mirror body is made from stainless steel 316L(N)-IG with coating applied
to the mirror surface. The mounting interface is located on the rear of the mirror,
angled 90° to the mirror surface, thereby decoupling the mechanical deformation from
mounting on the mirror surface. It is oriented and shifted differently for each mirror to
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be best reachable from the side of the DSM, enabling assembly and disassembly. The
mirror is in contact with the DSM only at the main interface to avoid any influences on
the mirror from possible temperature gradients and deformations within the extended
structure of the DSM. The mirror is positioned by two pins and held by three bolts.
The middle bolt creates a triangle and helps prevent tilting around the interface under
external loads. In case it is deemed necessary, the mirror design includes internal fluid
channels, uniformly distributed within the whole substrate and including the mounting
interface. The water connection is provided at the mounting flange to minimize the
influence of welding close to the mirror surface.
6.2.1 Stainless steel substrate
The choice of the substrate material is central to the mirror design as it influences all
aspects of the concept. Based on the discussion in 5.1, the stainless steel 316L(N)-IG
(ITER grade) is chosen for the following benefits, which, in sum, enable the compact
design:
 The quantity of stainless steel of this type is not limited inside ITER
 Ductile material allowing direct bolting and no risk of shattering from external
or internal loads – e.g. due to thermal gradients from an ingression event
 Identical α avoiding the need for structures compensating differential thermal
expansion, saving design space
 Identical α with the inter-mirror mechanical structure allows for stable passive
athermal behaviour of the optical system in the absence of thermal gradients
 Similar material as the cooling system pipes allowing direct connection to the
cooling system
 Limited EM forces during magnetic transients due to high electric resistivity of
80 µW cm at 100 ◦C, compared to, e.g. Al at ≤10 µW cm resulting in more than
eight times the force of the stainless steel.
 Availability of a wide range of manufacturing methods and experience in man-
ufacturing for vacuum compatibility
As alternative material, the bronze CuAl10Ni5Fe4 is included in the investigation for
its thermal expansion within 1× 10−6 K−1 of 316L(N)-IG and the threefold higher
thermal conductance.
The main drawbacks of the material are addressed by simulation and testing. In
detail, the drawbacks are:
 High instantaneous thermal expansion of 16.5× 10−6 K−1, coupled with low
thermal conductivity of 15.48 W m−1 K−1 at 100 ◦C, promotes a reduction of
imaging stability and quality due to mirror surface shifts and deviations in the
presence of thermal gradients
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Table 6.2: Optical layout suggested tolerances for assembly position accuracy and
stability during the nominal 20 years of operation.
Mirror Translation Rotational Shape
[mm] [mrad] [Fringes]∗
time Tx Ty Tz Rx Ry Rz Curv. Irr.
†
M2 assembly ±0.5 ±0.5 ±0.1 ±3.5 ±3.5 ±3.5 ±5 ±5
M4 assembly - - ±0.1 ±0.873 ±0.873 - ±5 ±5
M6 assembly ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.873 ±0.873 ±0.873 ±5 ±5
M2 operation ±1 ±1 ±2 ±3.5 ±3.5 ±30 ±100 ±100
M4 operation - - ±2 ±0.873 ±0.873 - ±50 ±50
M6 operation ±0.5 ±0.5 ±1 ±0.873 ±0.873 ±30 ±1 ±1
 The presence of residual hard nitrates and carbides in the material limits the
achievable surface roughness by polishing. The reported achieved quality of Ra
slightly below 5 nm is just sufficient for the core CXRS diagnostic system.
6.2.2 Interface for mirror positioning and mounting
The interface of the mirrors to the optical bench is critical for the position accuracy of
the mirror surface. For the DSM mounted mirrors 2 to 5, the tolerance on the DSM
side of the interface is limited by the DSM manufacturing accuracy, which is restricted
for the DSM as it is a multi-tonne structure with a size of about 2 m x 1 m x 0.6 m.
When designing the mirrors, the manufacturing accuracy of the DSM could not reli-
ably be determined, but was estimated to be no better than ±0.1 mm and ±3 mrad
for the mirror mounting surfaces and pin holes located in a shallow pocket of the DSM
(Figure 6.3). As this is outside the required mounting accuracy of the mirrors (Ta-
ble 6.2), direct manufacturing of the mirror components to nominal geometry is not
possible; instead, an accurate measurement of the as-manufactured DSM geometry
and customization of the interface on the mirror side is required. The measurement
accuracy of the DSM side mirror interface geometry is estimated to be within 10 µm,
as can be reached with portal coordinate measuring machines – e.g. Zeiss ACCURA
[18].
The method proposed for the accurate mounting is positioning by two pins (lim-
iting two shifts and one rotation) and the three pads where the mirror contacts the
DSM (restricting one shift and two rotations; see Figure 6.4). The use of pins and
pads allows finalization of the mirror positioning elements late in the manufacturing
route by adapting the pin and pad locations on the mirror substrate interface side in
accordance with the as-manufactured geometry of the DSM. It also limits the required
number of accurate geometries for the interface in the DSM to a flat surface and two
∗Curvature and irregularity calculated for one fringe as 0.5*0.6328µm (wavelength of HeNe laser)
†Irregularity as 50 % spherical aberration and 50 % astigmatism (ZEMAX TIRR).
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Mirror positioning interface for the secondary mirrors. a) Top view and
b) isometric view. The mirror substrate is shown in brown, bolts and pins in green,
and DSM with threaded inserts in blue.
holes at 90°, simplifying the machining of this large part with limited accessibility at
the location of the mirror interface. The interface avoids trapped volumes through
the tapping of all blind holes and the inclusion of evacuation channels for all internal
volumes.
The aluminium bronze CuAl10Ni5Fe4 is chosen as pin material based on the close
match of the thermal expansion coefficient to stainless steel 316L(N)-IG (20 to 100 ◦C):
αm,316L(N)−IG = 15.9× 10−6 K−1 versus αm,CuAl10Ni5Fe4 = 16.2× 10−6 K−1) and the
self-lubricating properties of the material pairing in vacuum. The softness of the
CuAl10Ni5Fe4 also enables recovery by drilling out the pins without damage to the
positioning holes in the DSM in case the mirror should get stuck. For the same reason,
threaded inserts for the three mounting bolts made from the same aluminium bronze
CuAl10Ni5Fe4 are included in the design.
The pins are shaped based on the standard remote handling positioning pins of
ITER systems’ RH code of practice [93], but with stricter final-position tolerances
based on the needs of the mirror surface (see Table 6.2). A section view of the
pins is given in Figure 6.5. The pins are secured to the mirror substrate by an
r6/H7 interference fit, avoiding any play. The interference is sufficiently small not
to significantly deform the mirror surface and allows the pin to be removed from
the substrate in case it gets damaged. The longer pin with spherical cap is inserted
into a cylindrical hole in the DSM, restricting two DOF while the shorter, conical
pin is inserted in a slotted hole, restricting the rotation around the interface normal
direction. The pins are placed as far from each other as possible within the design
space of the interface to reduce the tolerance requirement on the pin location.
While moving the substrate into its final position, the pins restrict one DOF
after the other, guiding the mirror into place and preventing the system from getting
stuck. During insertion the mirror is actuated by the bolt closest to the longer pin,
minimising the moment acting on the longer pin. During disassembly, a threaded rod
inside the longer pin is used for pushing the mirror interface apart without jamming.
The full RH assembly and disassembly sequence, from docking the mirror to the DSM
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Table 6.3: Tolerances on the pins in the DSM and resulting position accuracy of the
mirror substrate for a pin distance of 160 mm and pin diameter of 12 mm.
Tolerance Rx M2:±1.75; M6:±0.87 [mrad]
Tolerances on pin and hole in DSM 12 h5; 12 H6 [mm]
Play on pins in DSM 0 to 19 [µm]
DSM measurement accuracy ±10 [µm]
Mirror substrate manufacturing tolerance ±30 [µm]
Maximum pin axis position deviation 59 [µm]
Maximum resulting angular deviation ±0.74 [mrad]
Figure 6.5: Features, dimensions and tolerances of the brass positioning pins in the
substrate and DSM.
to complete removal is discussed in Section 6.2.4.
The base design of the mirror does not include the use of a shim between mirror
substrate and DSM for the most direct thermal contact at the interface and to keep
the number of contacts minimal for highest stability. This approach requires early
knowledge of the as-manufactured geometry of the DSM side mirror interface position
measurement, since final machining of the mirror interface ranges from problematic
to impossible after coating of the mirror due to cleanliness requirements and the risk
of damaging the coating. Accordingly, if the DSM cannot be measured before the
mirror final machining is required, balancing of the DSM manufacturing tolerances is
not possible by the mirror substrate dimensions. In this case, a shim in between the
mirror and the interface can provide the capability of aligning two mirror rotations,
Ry and Rz, as well as movement perpendicular to the mirror interface (Z-direction).
The other degrees of freedom are governed by the pins’ locations and cannot be
influenced, which has to be taken into account in the optical tolerances. Figure 6.6
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shows a possible design with shim.
Figure 6.6: Mirror interface with shim (yellow). The shim is bolted to the mirror,
and the mounting pads with vacuum venting are moved to the shim as structure with
the best manufacturing possibilities.
6.2.3 Mirror thermal control
The base mirror design includes the possibility of active heating and cooling by an
internal fluid flow. For the secondary mirrors, active cooling is not required to prevent
overheating by radiation during operation. Heating of the mirror – 0.015 W cm−3 in
the case of the second and third mirror, and even lower for the mirrors further from
the plasma – is not significant enough to exceed any critical temperatures within the
plasma operation times of ITER. For mirror locations closer to the plasma, e.g. in case
of changes in the system layout, the heating can still get significant for the mirrors
with up to about 1 W cm−3 at the diagnostic first wall.
Instead, the fluid channel was included to address two other concerns: The orig-
inal specification of the ITER tokamak cooling water system (TCWS) specified a
temperature switch between 70° during plasma operation and 100 ◦C in between shots
to combat tritium accumulation in the machine [26]. With the active possibility to
control the temperature of the substrate, thermal instabilities from the mounting are
controlled. This thermal instability of the in-vessel components’ cooling water system
was later removed, leaving the water at a relatively constant 70± 5 ◦C during and in
between plasma operation [27].
The second reason for including the fluid channel lies in active heating during
vacuum bake-out to combat degradation from condensation, as discussed in Section
3.6. In case it can be shown that the permanent degradation by condensation is not
a significant danger, the mirror fluid channel should not be included as it represents
a considerable increase in complexity for manufacturing and maintenance operations.
It also decreases overall reliability of the system with the possibility of vacuum leaks
at the supply pipes.
The design of the fluid channel foresees a constant wall thickness on the front and
rear of the mirror to minimize bending of the substrate from temperature gradients
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Feed and return through
mounting interface
Mirror split plane
(weld plane)
Figure 6.7: Routing of the cooling channel inside the mirror substrate. All dimensions
in mm.
in the material. A cut through the channel is shown in Figure 6.7. The channel is
routed around the mirror substrate with approximately equal material distribution
over the irregularly shaped extent of the mirror. Feed and return are located in the
mounting interface and the supply pipes are connected at the edge of the interface,
where design space in the UPP is available to connect them. The channel is created
by welding together two mirror halves with the channels already milled in a previous
step. A weld on the whole split surface is required to prevent warping of the mirror
surface from the fluid pressure.
As fluid, the design foresees using the water as provided by the TCWS but with
the mirrors connected to a separate circuit parallel to the main cooling circuit in order
to achieve the desired temperature control by a valve, able to stop the water flow when
necessary to keep the mirror temperature constant. The elevated temperature during
vacuum bake-out, especially during the heat-up, is achieved with the shorter heat
conduction distance from the cooling channel to the mirror surface, in contrast to the
thicker-walled DSM surrounding the mirror, allowing a faster temperature reaction of
the mirrors than the surroundings, without the need for an additional heating system.
6.2.4 Remote handling mirror exchange
Due to the weight of the mirror assembly of 29 kg, it is not possible to place the
mirror with only the remote manipulator as present in the ITER hot cells (capacity of
manipulator approx. 15 kg). Mounting of the mirror by RH is split into three phases
of manipulating the mirror assembly. In the first step, a hoisting tool with the mirror
inside is positioned to the DSM by crane and manipulator arm (see Figure 6.8). The
mirror with a temporary support frame is transported towards the mirror mountain
interface by the hoisting tool on rails built into the DSM. A full description of this
procedure from start to finish, including a digital mock-up and time estimates, can
be found in [14].
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(a) (b)
(c)
Hoisting tool
Support frame
Crane hook
Manipulator arm
Mirror
Figure 6.8: Digital mock-up of RH mounting of the mirror. (a) Positioning the mirror
inside the hoisting tool to the DSM. (b) Moving the mirror into the DSM on rails. (c)
Retracting of the frame after engaging the mirror mounting bolts. [14].
In the second phase, the mirror is handed from the hoisting tool to the DSM by
partially engaging the three bolts of the mirror interface. The mirror is now in rough
positioning and alignment, suspended on the bolts shafts and the loose fitting sphere
of the longer pin is engaged.
In the third phase, the mirror is moved into its final position by engaging only the
bolt closest to the longer pin with the cylindrical fit in the DSM. This fit is the first
of the final positioning contacts to engage. The close vicinity of the bolt engaging the
contact to the tight fit prevents canting and jamming. When the second pin gets to
the point of the tight fit, the mirror is already aligned to the interface. Once the first
bolt is fully engaged, the additional bolts are tightened to nominal torque.
For dis-assembly of the mirror, the hoisting tool is attached to the mounted mirror
first. After disengaging the main bolts, a thread inside the longer pin allows pushing
the mirror out of the DSM from the tight fit of the interface. The pin itself is secured
against pushing out of the mirror substrate by a short threaded insert on top of the
bolt. The remaining steps are the same as for the assembly. The procedures of final
positioning and ejection are shown in Figure 6.9.
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(a) (b)
Pin push-out
protection
Bolt engaged for
final motion
(Wedges for hoisting
tool positioning)
Figure 6.9: (a) Moving the mirror into final position by the bolt at the longer pin.
(b) Disassembly by push rod.
6.3 Design of two-axis adjustable mirror
The fourth mirror of core CXRS is chosen as an adjustable mirror for assembly-time
internal alignment of the mirror chain. It is the preferable mirror for adjustment
on several accounts: First and foremost, as a flat mirror close to an intermediate
image, the negative impact on the optical imaging quality is limited and the mirror is
relatively small. In addition, it is far enough from the plasma not to receive significant
heating by radiation (<1× 10−3 W cm−3) and EM forces are reduced with the smaller
magnetic transients further from the plasma. Additional details on Mirror 4 are given
in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Details of Mirror 4 for the ITER core CXRS ‘large M1’ optical layout.
Size 280 mm*200 mm
Adjustment DOF Rx; Ry (tip, tilt)
Alignment step width 0.15 mrad
Alignment range Rx: ±10 mrad, Ry: ±10 mrad
EM forces‡ Mx=1.3 kN m, My=8.5 kN m, Mz=0.7 kN m [76]
Radiation heating (mean) 4.2× 10−4 W cm−3 [83]
In accordance with the discussion in Chapter 5, only assembly and maintenance
time alignment is foreseen. For alignment, the fourth mirror tip and tilt are adjusted
with the goal of internal alignment of the mirror train in the UPP.
As alignment mechanism, a layout based on shims is proposed for adjustment of
the two rotations (see Figure 6.10). The required shim thickness stepping for the
shims is 19µm, with the distance between pins of 127 mm as realised.
A design with flexures was also created, but the loads on the flexures were cal-
culated as borderline feasible despite the limited loads from thermal and mechanical
‡For 316L(N)-IG substrate material and upwards VDE 36 ms
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effects on M4 and while limiting the adjustment range to the exact range required.
Compared to a design with flexures, the rigidity and small footprint achieved with
the shimmed solution are seen as preferable for M4. In addition, with alignment by
shims, the remote handling equipment is not required to provide exact movements
beyond positioning of the shims – e.g. turning of a bolt by precisely 5°.
Bolt securing shims Bolt for keeping shim gap open
Mounting interface
Studs brazed to substrate
Mirror substrate
Studs guided in holder
(not over-determined)
Common centre for angular compensation M4 inside DSM
inserted from side
Shim for RH
manipulation
Adjustable legs at 90°
Option:
water connection
Location of M5
Figure 6.10: M4 design allowing adjustment with shims.
The proposed design of M4 is kept close to the fixed mirror design, allowing the use
of the same procedures for maintenance and mounting. The three mounting pins are
welded to the mirror substrate. To avoid the weld distortion on the mirror surface and
remove weld stresses, heat treatment of the mirror after welding and before grinding
the optical surface is required. The mounting pins are secured to the holding bracket
in a quasi-kinematic set-up to prevent alignment from inducing strong forces into the
substrate. No differential thermal expansion compensation is foreseen in the alignment
interface.
Exchanging of the two shim stacks for angular alignment is possible with the
mirror mounted in the DSM. Especially for adjustment by remote handling, the design
includes two small bolts to push the shim gap open for insertion of the shims. Once
the shims are inserted, the three main bolts are tightened slightly to check alignment
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of the optical system. Changes in adjustment while tightening the bolts to nominal
force are expected only significantly below the shim step width of 19 µm. For each
stack of shims, a bolt is included for securing the shims against loss after alignment.
6.4 Thermo-mechanical simulation of Mirror 2
With the choice of a metallic substrate material, and especially when looking at the
poor thermo-mechanical properties of 316L(N) stainless steel, an investigation of the
optical position and shape requirements is critical. Thermo-mechanical FEM simula-
tions were created in ANSYS [4] to check the impact of forces and thermal influences
with an emphasis on the mirror surface deformation and shifts. The simulation is
done for M2 as the larger non-flat mirror among the secondary mirrors close to the
plasma. The simulation includes the mirror substrate, the interface elements and a
small part of the DSM (see Figure 6.11). The thermal and mechanical influences are
simulated in series. All directions in this chapter are given in the mirror’s local coordi-
nate system with Z perpendicular on the mirror surface at the central ray intersection
and Y aligned along the projected DNB aiming line.
DSM
Mounting interface
Mirror substrate
50 100 (mm)
25 75
0
Positioning
pins
Bolts under
pre-load
Figure 6.11: Extent of the model used in the simulation of the second mirror. The
mirror is mounted to the DSM via contacts and bolt pretension.
The plasma scenario used in the simulation is the inductive scenario DINA-2010-01
with 15 MA plasma current and 500 MW fusion power over a 410 s flat-top phase [33].
This plasma scenario has been found to exhibit all thermal and mechanical effects
visible in the other ITER scenarios.
For the ITER UPP thermal environment, the following thermal environments are
looked at:
1. Heat-up to vacuum bake-out temperature of 240 ◦C and cool-down to operational
temperature of 70 ◦C
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2. Operation with a feed water temperature switch from 100 ◦C to 70 ◦C during the
plasma shot and back during dwell time, as specified by the ITER documenta-
tion initially [26], the specification the design was created for. The change in
temperature is modelled as a ramp during the 160 s before and after the plasma
shot
3. Stable TCWS (Tokamak Cooling Water System) water temperature, as defined
in a newer release of the ITER cooling water documentation [27]: 70±5 ◦C. The
temperature was assumed to undergo one to four fluctuation cycles of ±5° per
400 s shot
Two cases for the mirror substrate are included: a substrate with internal water
flow and a thermally inertial substrate with no internal fluid flow. The inertial sub-
strate is representative also for a substrate with temporarily halted water flow. As
substrate materials, 316L(N)-IG stainless steel and CuAl10Ni5Fe4 are simulated.
6.4.1 FEM model and boundary conditions
The FEM model consists of 130k elements (243k nodes) with a predominantly quadratic
tetra mesh with hexagons where the geometry allowed for it while avoiding pyramids
(see Figure 6.12). The mesh of the mirror substrate and especially the mirror surface
is of higher density than necessary for the thermal and general mechanical results
to allow determination of the mirror surface shape deviations. An overview on the
boundary conditions is given in Table 6.5. Figure 6.13 depicts the position where the
boundary conditions are applied.
Figure 6.12: Mesh of the M2 FEM model with internal cooling channel.
In the thermal simulation, a slice of the DSM is included with a convective heat
load applied, representing the water cooling in the DSM (see boundary condition ”E”
of Figure 6.13 (a)). The location of this load is sufficiently far from the interface
to allow for the placement of bolts and pins, but also close enough to represent a
worst-case situation for cooling water temperature-induced instabilities of the DSM.
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(a)
Thermal boundary
conditions
(b)
Mechanical boundary
conditions
Figure 6.13: Placement of the thermal and mechanical boundary conditions (without
fluid channels).
During mechanical simulation, the DSM is set to a constant 70 ◦C (respectively, 85 ◦C
for the 30 ◦C instability case). The fixed DSM temperature removes the influence of
the DSM temperature distribution, which is only sufficiently accurate to simulate the
thermal contact behaviour, on the mirror tolerance simulation. In the mechanical
simulation, the temperature distribution would result in non-physical deformations in
conjunction with the mechanical constraints present at the mirror interface.
A coarse CFD analysis of the water flow in the channel has been created to check
for extended areas of stagnant or circulating flow. The channel layout was found not to
exhibit such areas. In the further simulations, a convection coefficient of 5 kW m−2 K−1
was applied as the boundary for the 0.34 kg s−1 water flow assumed in the mirror. At
5 kW m−2 K−1, the temperature distribution is not limited by the heat transfer to the
water or temperature change of the water, but by the heat conduction in the material
outside of the several seconds after sudden changes in feed-water temperature.
The small heat flux from the plasma to the mirror surface of 50 W m−2 absorbed
energy is a result of the already well-protected location of the second mirror: ITER
specifies the heat load from the plasma as q˙CX=0.25 MW m
−2 for the charge exchange
(CX) atoms and q˙r=0.11 MW m
−2 for the maximum average heat radiation [89]. For
the CX atoms, the heat load deposited on M2 is only 20 W m−2 [46]. The upper bound
for the mirror-radiative heat load from the plasma is estimate as follows:
q˙rAapertureΩplasma toM2
2piAM2
RM1(1−RM2) = 10.3 W m−2 (6.4.1)
with Acomponent as the area of the respective components (aperture: 0.005 876 m
2, M2:
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Table 6.5: Overview on loads and boundary conditions for the M2 thermomechanical
simulation. The letters in italics refer to the locations marked in Figure 6.13
Thermal boundary conditions
Convection (mirror & DSM) 5 kW m−2 K−1(E )
Thermal radiation =0.3 for 316L(N)-IG to self and stainless steel en-
vironment at water temperature (C, D)
Surface heating from plasma 50 W m−2 (A)
Neutron and gamma heating Uniform heating of 1.54× 10−2 W cm−3 (B)
Contact conductance 3.5 kW m−2 K−1 to 60 kW m−2 K−1 depending on in-
terface pre-load and material combination.
Mechanical boundary conditions
Bolt pre-load 12.7 kN (M12 bolts) (F, G, H )
Interference fit at pins 19.5 µm at µ=0.2
EM force (VDE) 108.6 N m for 316L(N)-IG), scaled by el. conductiv-
ity for CuAl (E ) (Simulation A. Panin)
Water pressure 4.4 MPa
Earth quake ±2.6 g (as combination of 3 vectors) (A)
Other Gravity (A), DSM position (B, C, D)
0.077 422 m2), Ωplasma toM2=0.0486 sr as the solid angle of the plasma to the second
mirror and reflectivity RM=80 % of the mirrors (rhodium is assumed for both). The
indirect radiation via reflection from the anti-reflection-coated duct walls is assessed
as twice the direct heat load. The estimate represents a worst case with the maximum
mean last plasma surface heat load applied at the 100 mm recessed duct aperture, with
the shutter of the diagnostic system always open. In addition, is assumes that the
radiation has a uniform angular distribution, even though, in reality, the maximum
originates from the divertor and cannot directly shine into the optical duct.
The mean volumetric heating by radiation of 0.0154 W cm−3 is taken from an
MCNP calculation with a simplified mirror body [83]. Application of the spatially
resolved volumetric heating from an MCNP brick mesh of 20 mm resolution was re-
alised (see Figure 6.14(a)). This interpolation of the heat only included bricks with
a centroid inside the MCNP mirror body to avoid the application misleading heat
values. These are present in the brick mesh tally as the heating was calculated by
MCNP with 100 % substrate material fill rate based on the actual, local radiation flux
which has significantly increased values in the vacuum next to the mirror body from
streaming effects. Interpolation of the brick mesh to the MCNP body gave a mean
heating 12 % higher than the MCNP-calculated mirror substrate volume integrated
value as a result of incomplete filtering.
From the filtered results, extrapolation of up to 80 mm was required where the
MCNP body did not overlap with the actual mirror geometry, a distance where the
assumption of an unchanged radiation field needs to be questioned. Figure 6.14(b)
shows the result of the interpolation. With the low absolute value of heating and
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the limited gradient over the mirror, no signiﬁcant impact of the spatially resolved
heating on the optical surface was found as compared to the application of a mean
heating value. All results given in this work are calculated with the MCNP-calculated
mean heating for the simpliﬁed mirror body.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.14: Application of MCNP brick mesh locally resolved volumetric heating. (a)
Unﬁltered MCNP brick mesh and MCNP mirror body. (b) Inter- and extrapolated
heating as applied to mirror body.
The heat contact conductance in vacuum is based on interface pre-load and ma-
terial combination. The heat transfer is included as mean value with no spatial
distribution. The values are taken from [90][15] and [45]. The main interface in the
316L(N) mirror substrate material case is calculated as 3.5 kWm−2, and 4 kWm−2
for the CuAl10Ni5Fe4 substrate.
The DSM is held in place by three support constraints on orthogonal surfaces:
B, C and D in Figure 6.13(b). The constraints allow node rotation and in-plane
movement but no out-of plane node shifts, achieving free expansion of the DSM with
uniform temperature distribution while avoiding creation of non-physical forces and
deformations. The constraints represent a stiﬀ DSM as present in the diagnostic
system. The location of no DSM movement where the three constraint planes meet
is placed behind the mirror centre to suppress shifting of the substrate by thermal
expansion of the DSM in the mirror’s X and Y directions. This approach is preferable
as the optical ﬁxed reference for the tolerances of the mirror is not the mounting
interface but the mirror optical centre. The remaining shift in Z-direction by the
thermal expansion is not signiﬁcant to the ±2mm tolerance of the mirror, governed
by motion of the DSM, which is not covered by this simulation.
The bolt pre-load is calculated based on the Structural Design Criteria for ITER
In-vessel Components [6]. The bolts are dimensioned for a maximum temperature of
250 ◦C with the limiting criteria being the yield strength Sy with 2/3*Sy,min(250 ◦C)
= 90Nmm−2: The bolt is pre-loaded to 90% the allowable stress at the 250 ◦C, and
within the 60Nm allowed torque for the ITER RH equipment of M12 bolts [93]. The
resulting pre-load of the bolts is 6577N.
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6.4.2 Temperature progression and distribution
The temperature during operation does not reach material limits in any of the fea-
sible operational scenarios (Substrate with or without internal channel, TCWS feed
temperature constant or changing). For the (impossible) worst case assumption of
steady-state full-power plasma operation with a 316L(N)-IG substrate cooled by con-
duction to the DSM and thermal radiation, the peak temperature is limited to 112 ◦C.
Figure 6.15 shows the temperature distribution 336 s into the flat-top phase of
a simulated D-T burn cycle (fourth cycle is a row, exhibiting near quasi steady-
state behaviour) for substrates with and without internal channels and water feed
temperature at 70±5 ◦C. The 336 s coincide with a 75 ◦C maximum of the assumed
feed-water temperature instability. With a CuAl10Ni5Fe4 substrate, similar gradients
with smaller amplitudes are found.
The temperature gradient in the DSM is approximately uniform in perpendicular
direction to the mounting interface, owing to the way the convection is applied to the
whole surface in the DSM. A statement on the impact of a temperature gradient in
the DSM along the interface and its impact on the mirror tolerances is not possible
with the model. The maximum temperature spread at the interface was found to be
∆T=5 ◦C.
Figure 6.15: Temperature distribution for the 70±5 ◦C feed-water temperature ther-
mal transient simulation 336 s into the flat-top phase. (a) Internally cooled mirror.
(b) Bulk substrate. Both substrates from 316L(N)-IG.
In the internally water-cooled case 6.15(a), the mirror surface temperature is dom-
inated by the temperature gradients from to the water temperature instability in the
fluid channel. The DSM has no significant thermal impact on the mirror substrate.
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The temperature gradients in the substrate are oriented towards the cooling channels
with similar magnitude on the front and rear side as desired.
In the inertial temperature case 6.15(b), the substrate exhibits a large temperature
gradient towards the cooled mounting interface. At the interface itself, the tempera-
ture gradient slightly deviates from perpendicular to the interface and is anticipated
to cause tilting of the mirror substrate. Based on the one-sided cooling by the DSM,
the gradient has been anticipated but could not be avoided. While ∆Tmax is higher
than for the internally cooled case, the thermal gradients are not as steep and might
allow higher overall optical stability.
The suitability of the thermal situation is thus given with respect for the materials
as chosen. The suitability for the optical system cannot be decided based on the
temperature result alone.
6.4.3 Mechanical stresses
The first, non-damped eigenmode of the mirror system with the pre-loaded bolted
interface is calculated at 87 Hz (tilt around the interface) and deemed sufficiently
high above the main frequencies of the ITER design earthquake with up to 25 Hz,
allowing the use of the simplified linear static calculation of the earthquake-related
acceleration without dampening.
To avoid convergence problems from plastic deformation at the interference fit of
the pins in combination with the multiple frictional contacts in the assembly, a fully
elastic material behaviour was assumed for the main simulations and the interference
was set to 19.5 µm. Outside the immediate influence zone of the interference fit
with non-physical stresses beyond the tensile strength of 316L(N)-IG at 525 MPa,
this assumption was found to produce reasonable results with a slight increase of
the deviations on the mirror surface. Figure 6.16 shows the resulting distribution of
stresses in the mounting bracket and the substrate volume with mirror surface.
Figure 6.16: Von Mises operational stress for the mirror substrate with mounting
bracket during operation with elastic material model. Note: Scale is shifted and
logarithmic above 1 MPa.
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Table 6.6: Tolerances taken into account in the preliminary design of core CXRS
second, toroidally shaped mirror. The distance l of the location to the mirror optical
centre is normalised to one for the furthest point from the optical centre.
Rigid body shift X / Y (decenter) and Z (piston)
Rigid body rotation X / Y (tilt) and Z (spin)
Surface deformations Focus (as the paraboloid Z02 = 2 l
2 − 1), 0≤ l≤1
Operational and off normal stresses, including the earth-quake and EM-loads, do
not result in critical stresses for any of the components. Within the portion of the
substrate bearing the mirror surface, the highest load is found at the edges of the
internal cooling channel, where up to 20 MPa are predicted, arising from the internal
pressure and temperature gradients due to the feed-water thermal ripple. The higher
stresses in the mounting bracket from bolt pre-load and the interference fit of the
positioning pins do reach into the volume bearing the mirror surface but are stable
over time during operation.
With only materials of similar thermal expansion, the bolt pre-load is constant
from room temperature to maximum bake-out temperature. The 316L(N)-IG sub-
strate with internal cooling exhibits constant maximum principal stress in the bolt
shaft within ±4 % of the initial pre-load for the operational thermal field, electromag-
netic forces and design earthquake. A shock load of 25 g (vertically downwards for a
port plug in horizontal orientation) leads to a maximum principal stress in the bolt
shaft of 107.5 MPa, below the allowable material limit of 146 MPa at 20 ◦C.
Shifting of the mirror within the play of the pins is possible if the friction in
mounting interface is overcome. This shifting of the mirror has to be avoided after
alignment of the mirror chain. The FEM model shows stable pre-load in the interface,
sufficient to counteract external loads during all times with a friction coefficient of 0.2.
The unavoidable local shifts due to the temperature gradients over the interface were
estimated by hand to be compatible with the mirror tolerances and are not expected
to result in a gradual change in alignment with repeated thermal cycling of the mirror.
As conclusion of the mechanical simulation, the stresses encountered in the mirror
during operation and vacuum bake-out are within limits of the materials used in the
design. Loss of the mirror position and damage to components over time was not
found. The suitability for the optical system is discussed in the next section.
6.4.4 Mirror surface shape
The impact of a deformation on the optical imaging quality does not scale linearly
with the value of the FEM-calculated node shift on the substrate surface. To judge
the suitability of the mirror design, the displaced nodes of the mirror surface nodes
are fitted against the movements and deformations given in table 6.6. The fitting is
achieved as least-squares fitting in two steps: Rigid body motion and surface aber-
rations. The detailed approach of calculating the optical shape deviations for the
tolerancing used in this work is discussed in Appendix A.
In the following, ‘irregularity’ is taken as the remainder of the surface deviations
after subtraction of all shifts and deviations, as given in Table 6.6. For CXRS-core,
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Figure 6.17: Shape of the ‘TIRR’ aberration as used in ZEMAX with the astigmatism
shown at 45° for a normalised, circular mirror.
where the required imaging quality is limited, low-frequency residual deviations can
be compared directly with the TIRR tolerance of ZEMAX (half-spherical aberration
defocus, half astigmatism) [98], as used in the tolerance calculation with one peak
and valley on the surface (See Figure 6.17). For situations with multiple ripples on
the surface – e.g. as caused by cooling channels – comparing only the peak-to-valley
value of the irregularity to TIRR does not allow a definite answer on the suitability
of the mirror surface but a full ray-trace with the deformed surface is required.
The tolerances on movement in X, Y, Z and rotation around Z are not included in
this discussion. For rotation around Z, the tolerance is not at all critical and can be
fulfilled in any case. For movement in X, Y, Z, the thermal expansion of the DSM is
the main cause, but not included in the simulation envelope. Because the tolerance
values given as input to the optical design were based on the well-known shift by the
DSM from thermal expansion, and the additional shifts calculated in the model are
three orders of magnitude below the tolerance value, the mirror tolerances on shift
are known to be satisfied.
In the results plots, jumps are visible at 1640 s and between points at 0 s and 1800 s.
These differences are at times where the thermal cycle in the simulation would have
repeated but the model did not reach full thermal quasi-steady state (the thermal
result of the second, respectively fourth for the inertial geometry, plasma shot was
used to calculate the mechanical result). Partial checks on the aberrations of earlier
and later cycles approaching quasi-steady state show no difference in the conclusions
as given.
For the mechanical simulations, the time resolution between 0 s and 700 s is chosen
to be higher, as the plasma discharge with the measurements is located within this
period. The progression of deviations during the dwell time is only indicative and
may not include all peaks.
Figure 6.18 shows the deviations for rotation around X and Y during a plasma cy-
cle. The rotation around X undergoes higher deviations, caused by the rigid mounting
interface being oriented along Y within 9°: The mounting interface acts as a hinge
around Y. The constant positive rotation around X for all calculated cases is caused
by the interference fit of the positioning pins: The interference area on pin is not
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centred in the interface but closer to the DSM side. The rotation is larger for the
CuAl10Ni5Fe4 substrate than the 316L(N)-IG substrate, in line with the reduced
Young’s modulus. Because it is a stable influence over time and temperature, it can
be counteracted by the assembly-time internal alignment of the optical system.
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Figure 6.18: Tip/Tilt deviations as calculated for the mirror. The deviations are well
within limits in all cases. Green/yellow lines: Tolerances of M2 and M7.
For all simulated cases, deviations on rotation around X and Y are within tolerance
for M2 by a factor of at least 10. Even for the tighter tolerances of M7, the design stays
within a factor of three of the requirement with the higher loads of M2. Avoidance
of an externally imposed 30 ◦C temperature ramp is clearly beneficial in all cases.
With the 30 ◦C temperature instability, avoiding water flow in the mirror leads to a
slower but longer-lasting gradual change in angular orientation, which is beneficial
for tracking the DNB image location shift. The temperature instability in the cooled
DSM only has a minor influence.
While gradual differences are predicted between the 316L(N)-IG stainless steel and
CuAl10Ni5Fe4 as substrate material, both react in the same way for rotation around
X and Y. As expected with the material values, the CuAl10Ni5Fe4 material reacts
faster to temperature changes and exhibits slightly less deviations in all thermal cases.
The current ITER TCWS base case of 70 ◦C with temperature instability up to
±5° thermal case shows higher stability with no internal cooling. With internal cool-
ing, any instability in the feed water temperature leads to rotation of the mirror. In
contrast, with temperature instability of 30 ◦C, the angular stability, though not nec-
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essarily absolute deviation, is better for the internally cooled mirror. Here, the shot
time is sufficiently long to create significant thermal gradients in the mirror mount.
Spherical aberration (see Figure 6.19 on top) increases in radius with higher tem-
perature, caused by the thermal expansion. As the distance between optical elements
is also increased with the thermal expansion of the connecting structure, a certain
increase in focal length is desired (passive athermalization). In the plot, the nomi-
nal change in spherical aberration desired at 70 ◦C (0.0148 mm peak-to-valley for the
M2 mirror size) is already subtracted from the calculated aberration. For the ther-
mal cases with the 30 ◦C thermal instability, taking a constant value does not fully
compensate for the desired spherical aberration. A temperature-correlated correc-
tion was not applied as the full temperature behaviour of the DSM was not known
and no measurements are planned during dwell time where the largest discrepancy is
encountered.
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Figure 6.19: Change in power (spherical aberration) and remaining surface irregularity
after subtraction of the movements, rotations and change in power as peak-to-valley
value. Green/yellow lines: Tolerances of M2 and M7.
All calculated deformations are within the tolerance for M2, but under the worst
case assumption of identical thermal loads, the tolerance for M7 would not be met.
Again, the difference between materials is visible, but the reaction is similar as with the
rotations. For the 70±5 ◦C feed-water temperature, the ripple on curvature is visible
for the substrates with internal water flow, but well within the tolerance range. In
case of a 30 ◦C switch-over in feed water temperature, the more stable behaviour is
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exhibited for the inertial mirror. While the focal length does not reach the nominal
value and shows a gradient over the whole shot, the instability is reduced, especially
for short pulses as anticipated at the start of ITER.
As shown in Figure 6.19 (bottom), the tolerance on M2 irregularity is met in all
simulations for the peak-to-valley distance with a significant advantage for the uniform
nominal 70 ◦C feed-water temperature. With internal cooling, the shape differs signif-
icantly from the ‘TIRR’ shape (see Figure 6.20(a, b)). The plots are given at 325 s in
a plasma burn cycle at a peak of the 70 ◦C±5 ◦C feed-water temperature instability.
The materials in the simulation are (a): 316L(N)-IG and (b): CuAl10Ni5Fe4. (c):
Substrate of 316L(N) with no internal cooling. Scales are not unified to emphasize
differences in shape. The cooling channels are clearly visible, leading to deviations of
a higher frequency than assumed in the tolerance calculation. At the shown frequency
and amplitude, the mirror is estimated to be within the given tolerance.
Figure 6.20: Shape of the residual deviations after fitting of movements, rotations and
spherical aberration. Scale in [mm].
For the mirror without water flow, irregularity is governed by the temperature
change of the mounting interface, deforming the mirror surface. With the shape as
given in 6.20(c), the mirror is within the tolerances of M2. The shape of the internally
cooled substrate is not changed by the material selection, but CuAl10Ni5Fe4 exhibits
a reduced amplitude of the deviations.
6.4.5 Conclusion from FEM modelling
Operational loads on the mirrors are well within the thermal and mechanical limits
of the materials used in the design. Other events including earth quake and plasma
disruptions do not lead to damage of the system or loss of pre-load with the associated
possible permanent change in mirror position and orientation.
The preliminary optical tolerances of core CXRS are fulfilled with the proposed
design for the mirrors two to five. The mirror position stability and surface shape
is improved with no water flow in the substrate during operation in all cases, the
temperature increase is not critical. Where a cooling channel is present the water
flow should be stopped during operation. The mirror should then be cooled down
during dwell time to stabilise its’ temperature before each plasma operation cycle,
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minimising angular deviations. The decrease in optical quality from the unfavourable
material properties of 316L(N)-IG with high thermal expansion coefficient of 16.5 K−1
and low heat conduction with 15.48 W m−1 K−1 at 100 ◦C is found to be tolerable for
core CXRS Mirrors 2 to 5 with to the limited imaging quality requirement of core
CXRS.
The shape tolerances for Mirrors 6 and 7 given are critical, even with additional
changes in the geometry to decouple the substrate from the supporting structure as
proposed in [13]. For these mirrors, the tolerances can be relaxed while limiting the
tolerances found to be generous for the front mirrors.
Chapter 7
Prototypes and testing
To test the feasibility of central aspects of the proposed design and identify critical
issues, three prototypes were created:
 Interface prototype: Testing of the assembly and disassembly procedure taking
remote handling restrictions into account
 Mirror substrate prototype: Checking the manufacturing route for the mirror-
cooling channel compliant with ITER requirements on welding and leak rate
 Dielectric mirror coating on stainless steel substrate: investigation of the imme-
diate and long-term behaviour of the coating on the non-traditional substrate
under ITER conditions
The prototypes are produced from European grade steel of composition and con-
dition close to the special steel used in ITER, the 316 L(N)-ITER Grade (IG). The
steel used for the prototypes were bought based on a material certificate to ensure
a close fit with the ITER steel, minimising the differences in machining and welding
behaviour. Table 7.1 gives the composition of the materials used. 316L(N)-IG could
not be obtained.
Steel No. C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Mo N
316 L(N)-IG∗ [7] 0.03 1.6 - 2 0.5 0.025 0.01 17 - 18 12 - 12.5 2.3 - 2.7 0.06 - 0.08
1.4429 (measured) 0.013 1.86 0.28 0.019 0.002 17.18 13.3 2.5 0.158
1.4435 (measured) 0.22 1.9 0.39 0.022 0.018 17.11 13.23 2.54 0.098
Table 7.1: Composition of 316 L(N)-IG and the materials used in testing. All values
are given in mass-%.
7.1 Interface prototype
The purpose of the interface prototype is to test the high-accuracy final positioning
step of the mirror substrate (for a description of the full sequence, see Section 6.2.2).
∗Additional limits: Cu 0.3; Co 0.05; Nb 0.01; Ta 0.01; Ti 0.1, single values represent maximum
allowable content
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At this step, an elevated risk of jamming in a position with complicated recovery
exists.
The prototype consists of two blocks of 1.4429 stainless steel representing the DSM
and the mirror, two pins for positioning made of the bronze CuAl10Ni5Fe4 and stain-
less steel M12x70 A4-70 bolts. The bulk of the mirror substrate is represented by a
25 kg lead weight attached to the mirror side of the interface. The initial configuration
and set-up at the start of testing with the first threads of the bolts engaged and the
spherical pin in contact is shown in Figure 7.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: Interface prototype. (a) Interface configuration at the start of testing. (b)
Experimental set-up with lead weight and orientation of M2 of core CXRS.
The testing procedure includes moving the mirror into its final, precise position
and the disassembly sequence up to the moment before the mirror would again be
supported by the rails in the shield block.
Testing was performed hands-on but interaction with the test set-up was limited
to the interactions and tools available with RH. The interface is engaged only by
actuating the bolt close to the longer pin. Once the gap in the interface was closed,
all bolts were engaged. Full nominal bolt pre-load was not applied as the rigidity of
the test set-up was insufficient. Pushing the mirror out of its tight fit with the DSM is
achieved by engaging the threaded rod inside the longer pin. A range of configurations
was tested, including lubricated and alkaline pickled pins and bolt shafts as well as
different orientations of the interface.
The dimension of the holes and pins were measured before testing and after the
first assembly with full weight and orientation of the core CXRS second mirror. The
as-measured geometry at the start of testing includes a play of 7 µm between the
nominal diameters for the longer pin. With the roundness deviation of pin and hole
in the DSM of 8 µm, local slight interference is expected for the longer pin. On the
shorter pin, the station is comparable, but due to the line contact only a slight initial
play is expected. The pins were checked for signs of wear after each disassembly.
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7.1.1 Testing and results
For the first assembly with the full mirror weight and orientation, the pins were treated
with a thin layer of a molybdenum-carbon dry-film lubricant (Molycote®R321). No
problems were encountered during assembly. The pins gradually guided the assembly
into its final position as planned. The interface did not come apart on its own once
the bolts were disengaged. With help of the threaded rod, parting the interface was
accomplished without a problem. A small amount of thin shavings was found on the
edge of the cylindrical hole (see Figure 7.2 (b)). Scratches on the pin show that the
shavings were removed from the conical section of the pin where the sharp edge of the
chamfered hole in the DSM contacted the pin during assembly.
(a) (b)
Conical section scratched
Adhering swarf
Cylindrical positioning section;
surface texture modified
Threaded rod for pushing the interface apart
Figure 7.2: (a) Condition of the longer positioning pin after the first assembly at full
weight. (b) Shavings from the conical section of the pin.
On the pins’ cylindrical section responsible for final positioning, modification of
the surface structure was visible. With the marks distributed around the spherical
pin circumference on about 30–40% of the surface after the first assembly, it can be
concluded that the pin was tight inside the hole. The second pin showed surface
marks on two sides, proving the pin came into contact at the upper and lower walls
of the long hole. After assembly, a change in diameter of 1 µm and 2µm was respec-
tively measured on the cylindrical section of the pins. These changes are within the
measuring tolerance. The roundness of the pins was found to be improved to 6 µm,
respectively 2µm, underlining the good positioning and absence of material removal
on the critical surfaces.
Subsequent assembly trials were conducted with alkaline-pickled surfaces on all
parts involved in mirror positioning. Assembly was tested in different orientations,
including horizontal, straight upwards and downwards mirror assembly directions. In
all tests, neither jamming nor excessive stick-slip effect was found. Based on the
absence of further shavings or deep scratches on the pins’ cylindrical sections, it can
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be concluded that the positioning of the mirror succeeded in all trials.
7.1.2 Conclusions on interface prototype
With none of the orientations showing signs of canting during assembly both with
and without lubrication, the assembly and positioning with pins for the tight mirror
tolerance is deemed possible with the tested material combination. Positioning to the
mirror tolerances is considered successful based on the hole and pin dimensions after
assembly and the marks on the pins reaching around the pins. Disassembly succeeded
reliably with the threaded helper bolt inside the longer pin, pushing the 30 kg mirror
model out of its tight fit.
To prevent the creation of shavings, as happened in the first assembly trial, the
design of the DSM was modified with a fillet instead of the chamfer present in the
prototype. In addition, the gap in the bolt shafts could be reduced to minimise the
angular deviation of the mirror, thereby resulting in a shallower contact angle of the
pins and reducing the chance of scratching the pin. The ability for this reduction
depends on the play required for engaging the bolts with the DSM after moving the
mirror into position on the rails, which was not tested in the set-up.
7.2 Mirror substrate prototype
The substrate prototype is designed to test the feasibility of manufacturing the mirror
body with an internal cooling channel. As a first step, the weld method and suitable
weld parameters are determined. For the prototype itself, the cooling channel halves
are manufactured and the welding is carried out. Machining of the mirror’s out-
side shape as well as grinding, polishing and coating of the optical surface were not
performed. The manufacturing drawings for the weld body are given in Appendix B.
7.2.1 Determination of weld method and parameters
Figure 7.3 shows the geometry of the mirror halves for welding. The main weld is
required to be vacuum-tight to the outside. In addition, the plates also require a bond
on the inside to prevent deformation of the mirror surface from the internal pressure.
To achieve the weld in the whole weld plane, diffusion welding was chosen since it
can provide the weld on the whole split surface in one step. Brazing was excluded
based on the ban in ITER for wet vacuum brazes. A combined process of brazing for
the internal connection and welding on the circumference was considered to be too
complex.
Test samples with three geometries ranging in size from 80 mm x 80 mm x 5 mm
to 100 mm x 100 mm x 90 mm were used. All samples featured internal channels; see
Figure 7.4 for the largest test geometry, closest to the actual prototype.
Two methods of diffusion bonding are included in the testing:
 Uniaxial diffusion welding (UDW), where the work-piece is heated in a press
under vacuum or protective gas. The weld pressure is applied perpendicular to
the weld surface.
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Figure 7.3: M2 prototype structures for welding of the cooling channel.
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Figure 7.4: Test block geometry No. 3. Two blocks realise a weld test with internal
channel. The sideways drill hole improves evacuation during welding, allowing easy
vacuum leak testing after welding.
 Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) where the work-piece is placed in a welded container
and a vacuum is drawn. The container is then placed in a pressurised gas
chamber and everything is heated to weld temperature.
Unsuccessful weld attempts
Due to limitations in available press dimensions for the actual prototype, first tests of
UDW were conducted with a temperature limit of 1050 ◦C on samples of 1.4429 and
1.4435. Before heating the samples, a vacuum of 10× 10−5 mbar was created. For
the limited temperature and pressure, a number of test welds were created but no
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sufficient weld could be achieved. The following parameters were tested:
 Weld pressures ranging from 10 MPa to 50 MPa
 Weld times from 1 h to 6 h
 Additional treatments of the weld surface: alkaline pickling, grinding, high-
precision stress-free grinding for minimal plate thickness deviations
Metallographic specimens of these tests show that the 1.4429 and 1.4435 material did
not undergo sufficient plastic deformation at the temperature, and shape deviations
could not be compensated for by plastic deformation. Where the samples did come
in contact, welding and grain growth is visible with numerous weld defects remaining
(see Figure 7.5 (a) and (b) for examples). Within the parameter range, no trend in
weld quality could be determined for the parameters.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.5: Welds with defects. (a), (b): UDW welds with remaining porosity where
(b) includes a Ni-foil between the stainless steel blocks. (c) UDW weld with e-beam
re-welding from the outside.
With only the outside of the weld required to be vacuum tight, re-welding of the
outer seam by e-beam welding was tested. For these welds, crack formation was found
inside the weld (see Figure 7.5 (c)). Weld settings avoiding crack formation in the
1.4435 material outside standard weld parameters for the material was not tested as
the licensing for ITER with the limited weld depth is unlikely as full penetration welds
are required by the code.
HIP welding of a sample at 1150 ◦C, 100 MPa and 4 h crushed the internal channel
completely, as expected with the parameters, but resulted in a perfect weld with
no defects, thus proving the feasibility of diffusion welding of the material. Further
HIP-welding trials with reduced temperature and pressure were not successful with
the appearance of an oxide layer in the weld interface and too unpredictable plastic
deformation. With the lack in weld progress monitoring for HIP, the number of
necessary weld trials with the same geometry and possibly even material heat number
was not seen as feasible for the prototype.
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UDW machine parameters
Successful welding by UDW was achieved at 1050 ◦C and 20 MPa over the time of
12 h with a plastic deformation of 2.2 %. With the welding press at Forschungszentum
Ju¨lich (FZJ) not capable of welding the prototype due to size limitations, a machine
at the Institute for Micro Process Engineering (IMVT) [38] of the Karlsruhe Institute
for Technology (KIT) was used for the full scale prototype.
To reduce the required weld time, the temperature at IMVT was increased to
1075 ◦C and a tight weld at 4.4 % plastic deformation was achieved within 4 h for the
test geometry in Figure 7.4. Figure 7.6 shows representative cuts of the successful
welds at KIT and FZJ.
(a) Weld by FZJ
Parameters: 1050 ◦C, 20 MPa, 12 h
Plastic deformation: 2.2 %
(b) Weld by KIT
Parameters: 1075 ◦C, 20 MPa, 4 h
Plastic deformation: 4.4 %
Figure 7.6: Metallographic sections of successful UDW welds and the machine param-
eters.
7.2.2 Mirror substrate diffusion bonding
Two pairs of mirror halves for the test were manufactured. Machining of the weld
surface and cooling channels was carried out on a MDU 80 monoBLOCK five-axis
CNC machining centre by Deckel Maho. The roughness achieved for the weld surface
was measured as Ra,max = 0.68 µm (Ra,mean = 0.42 µm, Rz,max = 3.44 µm).
The maximum planarity deviation measured is 0.059 µm, where about a quarter
is due to a single measurement point sticking above the surface. Three of the four
weld surfaces show a slight curvature with a raise in the middle of the part. The
highest parallelism deviation of the four blocks was measured as 0.055 µm. With
the step-up of 1 mm from the block to the nominal weld surface, the combined local
shape deviations of <0.1 mm are expected to be flattened out during the weld. The
last locations expected to come into contact during the welds based on the measured
shape are on the outside of the mirror and were looked at with metallography sections.
Diffusion bonding of the first prototype at IMVT was done at a nominal 25 MPa
and 1075 ◦C. Pressing the specimen led to a deformation of 4.2 % (∆z of 6.3 mm for
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the 150-mm-thick combined block). The large deformation was likely caused by prob-
lems with the temperature measurement due to a faulty thermocouple. The second
specimen was welded with repeated manual adjustment of the weld parameters, react-
ing to the weld progress (see Figure 7.7). The second weld shows a bulk deformation
of 1.8 %.
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Figure 7.7: Vacuum press at KIT used in welding the prototypes, and plot of weld
parameters and deformation progress for the second block. Image on left: IMVT [38]
For both blocks, a 2D resolved ultrasonic examination was carried out to detect
potential areas of incomplete bonding. Figure 7.8 shows the time of flight measure-
ment of the front side of block 2. Both prototypes did not show an echo at the nominal
weld surface around the cooling channel, proving the absence of extended gaps in the
diffusion bond. The shape deviation of the internal cooling water channel after diffu-
sion welding could not accurately be determined by the time of flight measurement.
Limiting were both the high thickness of the material exceeding 100 mm on the back
side and the spherical shape of the cooling channel on the front side, leading to the
uneven depth measurement as visible for the channel in Figure 7.8.
Metallographic sections show complete fusing of the diffusion bond surface, see
Figure 7.9. Crystal growth though the dividing surface is visible and no cavities
remain. No cohesive layer of oxides or other impurities is visible. Figure 7.9 (a) shows
the weld at the nominal 1 mm step where the nominal diffusion bond area starts.
The gap between plates is closed starting immediately where the material comes in
contact. (b) shows the weld some mm from the start of the contact.
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Section plane in Figure 7.9 Gap outside the nominal weld surface pedestral
Cooling channel
Figure 7.8: 2D resolved time of flight ultrasonic examination of the front of test block
2. The weld surface does not give a signal, the depth plotted (around 40 mm) is due
to machine settings.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.9: Metallographic section of the full size prototype uniaxial pressure diffusion
bond. The arrows show the location of the weld layer.
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7.2.3 Conclusions substrate prototype
Creation of the internal cooling channel by diffusion bonding was achieved with the
1.4435 stainless steel material. The weld was found to be vacuum tight, free of ex-
tended cracks and with a near perfect bond of the plates with little inclusions. As the
geometry of the mirror does not allow radiography, production proof samples of the
full size geometry would be required for the actual mirrors as no destructive testing
can be used. The use of a scaled geometry is not seen as feasible for the weld sample
as the weld parameters were found to differ significantly for different geometries.
The detailed deformed geometry of the cooling channel after diffusion bonding was
not determined. Based on the ultrasonic examination, the geometry is deemed to be
suitable.
7.3 Dielectric mirror coating on stainless steel sub-
strate
The option of using multilayer dielectric coatings inside the diagnostic port of ITER is
critical with regards to the coating stability as discussed in Chapter 4. It is considered
for core CXRS to maximise light throughput for Mirrors 4 to 7, but significant testing
is required to demonstrate feasibility before the coating can be used on any substrate.
Going beyond the state of the art, the candidate coating for core CXRS is made from
SiO2/TiO2 on a stainless steel substrate and optimised for stability of the interference
rather than minimise the number of layers. The goal of the test is to the show
short-term behaviour of the coating on the steel substrate and investigate its stability
under long-term ITER thermal conditions. Coating of the stainless steel with Rh is
not included in the tests, as ongoing efforts to establish Rh as coating for the first
mirror were already under way [41].
The dielectric coating was designed for the following requirements:
 Specular reflectivity exceeding 98% at the core CXRS diagnostic wavelengths in
the range of 450 nm to 670 nm
 Flat reflectivity curve around the diagnostic wavelength bands to minimize the
impact of the reflectivity dependence on incidence angle and polarisation angle
 Coating on 1.4429 stainless steel substrate
 Long-term thermal stability up to 250 ◦C
 Coating stability when exposed to air, dry nitrogen (standard conditions) and
H2O(gas) (100
◦C)
7.3.1 Manufacturing and initial characterisation of the mir-
rors
Based on the requirements, sample mirrors of diameter 17.5, 50 and 100 mm were man-
ufactured by S1Optics [84] with a coating of SiO2/TiO2 (Figure 7.10). The coating
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was selected based on existing knowledge of the material for use at elevated tempera-
ture by S1Optics and due to its favourable optical properties. TiO2 was chosen despite
the reported possibility of crystallization to the anatase crystalline form of TiO2 from
the amorphous state, as deposited during manufacturing above 200 ◦C [104][73].
The European-grade stainless steel 1.4429 is used as substrate and is close in
composition to the 316L(N)-ITER grade. One BK7 glass substrate was coated in
the same batch. The coating consists of 32 λ/4 double layers, deposited by reactive
electron beam evaporation of SiO2 and Ti3O5 under reactive conditions, with O2 as
the process gas onto the substrate at 150 ◦C. The prototype coating is designed for
target reflectance at a 25◦ incidence angle and room temperature. The double-layers
of the coating are arranged in three groups of constant thickness, minimising jumps in
layer thickness for a reduction of internal stresses for the price of a higher layer count
(substrate|(HL)12(HL)8(HL)12|air). The overall coating thickness reached 5.26 µm and
the first layer on the substrate is TiO2.
The 1.4429 substrate material used for substrate manufacturing was not of electro
slag remelted quality. Polishing succeeded and visual inspection revealed differences
after polishing with the three 100 and one of the 50 mm mirrors looking the best.
Surface roughness measurements showed values of Ra = 2.6 to 4.5 nm (see Table 7.2
for more detailed roughness numbers on representative substrates).
Table 7.2: Condition of representative mirrors. Standard deviation is given in paren-
theses (1·σ, abs.). Specular reflectance (R) is given as mean in the full range of 460
to 663 nm under an angle of incidence of 25◦.
Sample  [mm] Ra [nm] Rz [nm] R [%]
1 100 2.6 (0.5) 27.2 (9.1) 97.34
6 50 3.6 (0.2) 32.7 (2.6) 95.41
7 50 2.6 (0.7) 35.3 (13.9) 94.9
11 50 4.5 (0.2) 39.4 (4.0) 97.94
With no experience in the coating of TiO2 on stainless steel, preliminary adhesion
tests were conducted with coatings consisting of only the lower 20 layers of the full
coating. The intermediate layers on 1.4429 included in the testing are SiO2 (50 nm
and 80 nm), Cr (30 nm), a 80-20 amorphous mixture of SiO2 and Cr, and the 73-nm
TiO2-layer of the real coating. The samples were tested for adhesion in accordance
with DIN ISO 9211-4 [1]:
 Rubber abrasion test with 20, 40 and 60 strokes at 10± 1 N contact pressure
(indirect test also of adhesion via surface fatigue)
 Adhesive tape (adhesive power >9.8 N per 25 mm width) rip-off test at a speed
of  1 s per 25 mm (jerky)
All samples survived the tests without visible damage. At the time of mirror manufac-
turing, long-term elevated temperature testing could not be conducted under vacuum
as the test chamber was not yet available. It was decided to coat the prototype mirrors
without interlayer, as adhesion was deemed sufficient.
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Table 7.3: Overview on samples used during testing.
Materials and dimension Count
Full coating on 17.5 mm 1.4429 substrate 4
Full coating on 50 mm 1.4429 substrate 6
Full coating on 100 mm 1.4429 substrate 3
Full coating on 25 x 65 mm BK7 glass substrate 1
Partial coating with different interlayer on 50 mm 1.4429 sub-
strate
1 per combination
Figure 7.10: 17.5 mm, 50 mm and 100 mm SiO2/TiO2 dielectric coated mirrors on
1.4429 stainless steel substrate used in the testing.
Measurement of the total and diffuse reflectance were conducted with a PerkinElmer
Lambda 950 spectrophotometer at a 8° incidence angle. The coating on BK7 glass
substrate achieved a specular reflectance exceeding 98% for most wavelengths within
450 to 670 nm (see Figure 7.11).
On the stainless steel substrate, the reflectance is reduced at shorter wavelength
because of shortcomings in the polishing. With the polishing as manufactured, texture
variations in the optical properties depending on location and rotational orientation
are present. The mirrors show variations in total reflectance up to 10% at reflectance
peaks and shifts of the peaks up to 5 nm depending on orientation and location. The
differences coincide with the relative direction and visibility of the polishing marks
of the metallic substrate. Because of these variations, direct comparisons between
mirrors were not performed and plots only show measurements at the mirror centre
with stable rotation and no averaging over multiple locations. The repeatability of
the optical measurements with removal and re-positioning of the mirrors based on
marks engraved on the mirror was tested to be within 1% for the total reflectance.
7.3.2 Long-term thermal testing
The set-up for thermal testing consists of a vacuum chamber with three independent
units (Figure 7.13), each able to hold two mirrors. The units are electrically heated
to a maximum of 420 ◦C and cooled by an internal gas flow. Vacuum levels of better
than 1× 10−3 Pa were attained before heating of mirrors was started, and pressures
below 1× 10−5 Pa were present after the first thermal excursion of each test run. The
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Figure 7.11: Initial reflectance of representative mirror samples. Markers are shown
every 20 data points.
Table 7.4: Main nominal thermal conditions of the samples.
Sample Main test condition
1, 12 steady-state at 200 ◦C
4, 11 steady-state at 260 ◦C
2, 6 thermal cycles to 260 ◦C
BK7 steady-state at 260 ◦C
8, 9 Reference in vacuum and air at room temperature
thermal contact of the mirror samples with the support is provided by a 2 mm layer
of PAPYEX®, a ductile sheet of pressed graphite flakes. The temperature of the
metallic substrates was measured inside the material at the bottom of 20-mm-deep
holes at the substrate mid-plane. The coating temperature could not be measured but
is expected to be close to the core temperature based on simulation and the measured
thermal gradient to the heating plate centre, which did not differ by more than 5 ◦C
from the mirror core temperature under steady-state conditions.
The nominal thermal test conditions are summarised in Table 7.4. Heating was
started at a residual gas pressure <1× 10−3 Pa. The thermal heat-up and cool-down
rates were limited to ±20 K h−1. Figure 7.14 shows typical temperature profiles of a
shorter test with three temperature zones and five samples. The steady-state thermal
loads were applied in excess of 1000 h and a thermal cycle count of 55 was reached.
In contrast to the expected behaviour of the coating, based on literature, no signif-
icant change in reflectance was found after exposure to ITER thermal loads. Figure
7.15 shows the result for the representative sample No. 11, exposed to temperatures of
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Mirror below protective
sheet
DN160 CF cross as
vacuum chamber
Right:
Assembled mirror support
with thermocouples.
Bottom:
Thermal loading set-up with
three mirror holders assembled.
Residual gas analyser Mirror support with feedthroughs
Figure 7.12: Vacuum chamber test set-up for thermal stressing of the coating.
Support plate with
temperature sensor
Heat conduction layer
Temperature sensor
within the mirror substrate
Insulated hold-down frame
Electrical heating and gas
cooling inside the support
Figure 7.13: Mirror support structure for long-term and repeated cycles thermal test-
ing.
250 ◦C and higher. While changes in specular reflectance of up to 5 % at the reflectance
dips were measured, no trend over time emerged. Heating of the coating on BK7 to
260 ◦C did not change the optical properties of the coating either, but doubt remains
whether the glass sample did reach nominal temperature, as no internal sensor could
be added and the hold-down pressure on the glass was limited.
Exceeding ITER environmental conditions, the application of single thermal gra-
dients of +200 ◦C h−1 and -100 ◦C h−1 did not lead to immediate damage of the coating
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Figure 7.14: Temperatures as measured in the centre of the mirror samples during a
short test. At 68 h, the heating was interrupted shortly due to controller problems
and restarted.
Figure 7.15: Reﬂectance of Mirror samples 1 and 11 after diﬀerent thermal loads.
or higher susceptibility to subsequent damage. Heating to 350 ◦C over 1 h was tested
with no signiﬁcant change in reﬂectance. Exposure of the coating to 420 ◦C ﬁnally led
to signiﬁcant changes in the reﬂectance of the coating (see Figure 7.15).
The remaining gasses in the chamber were monitored by a residual gas analyser
(MicroVision Plus) during the ﬁrst runs. Apart from the anticipated outgassing and
leaking of the vessel (H2O, N2, O2), CO and CO2, two gasses with an atomic weight
of 48 and 64 (up to 1× 10−8mbar partial gas pressure) were detected at elevated
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.16: Details of flaked-off defects reaching all the way to the substrate with
delamination visible on multiple depths. a) White light microscope at 100x. b) SEM
image (surface coated with a thin Rh layer).
Figure 7.17: Advance of bubbles and flaking in the coating for a larger group on
Sample 11.
temperatures. It is probable that the two unidentified gases were SO and SO2 from
the graphite thermal contact interlayer. The peaks in release rate coincided with the
times of highest temperature and higher peaks are present at times where a new pad
was used.
7.3.3 Blister formation and flaking
After 17 days at temperatures exceeding the manufacturing temperature of 150 ◦C,
the formation of blisters and first flakes was noticed. The time of first occurrence
could not be reliably identified. With temperatures up to 350 ◦C, the flakes reached
a size up to 100 µm. The number of defects, ranging from one to about 50 on a50 mm mirror, as well as their distribution, single defects or local groups with up
to 20 defects, varied greatly between samples. The number of defects was not high
enough to show in the reflectance measurements where a spot size of 3 mm times 5 mm
was used. The coating on BK7 glass did not show any defects after heating to 260 ◦C
for 121 h.
The coating damage progressed over several days (see Figure 7.17). The images
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Table 7.5: Defects on 50 mm samples with reduced coating and different first layer
on the stainless steel found with microscope inspection after 28 days at 260 ◦C.
Interlayer Defects
30 nm Cr No blisters or flakes
50 nm SiO2 5 half-detached blisters
50 nm SiO2-Cr 80-20 mixture 1 blister, 4 flakes
No interlayer (85.13 nm TiO2) >50 half-detached blisters
80 nm SiO2 1 flake
correspond to: a) After 35 days at 260 ◦C; b) After exposure to H2O(g)-atmosphere
over 2 h; c) +10 days at 260 ◦C; d) +7 days at 260 to 280 ◦C. The colour of the flaked-
off defects is a result of the varying relative reflectance of the three colour bands in
the coating, depending on the local number of coating layers present.
Defect growth seemed to stop towards the end of testing at 260 ◦C and no new
blisters were found to be developing. Heating to 420 ◦C led to about triple the number
of defects and larger defect size. Scanning electron microscope images show that the
defects reach the metallic substrate at single points and the coating to be ablated
around the deepest point at multiple depths. The shape of the defects indicates
damage as described in [52] (different environment, coating and cause of damage).
The five partially coated mirrors with different interlayers, originally manufactured
for adhesion tests at room temperature, were also exposed to 260 ◦C over 28 days. De-
tails on the coating and resulting damage are given in Table 7.5. Taking into account
the observed diverse behaviour of the full coating, only one sample per interlayer type
and the possibility of pre-existing damage by the initial adhesion testing (tape rip-off
test and 60 cycles chafing test at 10 N load), the test can only give a tendency. In
the test, a Cr interlayer proved most beneficial, but all samples with an interlayer
showed fewer defects than the mirror with the same history having TiO2 directly on
the 1.4429 substrate.
7.3.4 Exposure to water vapour
Testing for the impact of a water ingression event was restricted to testing the surviv-
ability of the mirror coating when exposed to a water vapour atmosphere while heated
to 120 ◦C. Ingression events with fluid water on the mirror surface are assumed to
degrade reflectance to a level where replacement of the mirror is necessary and were
not tested. Indirect ways of liquid water reaching the mirror as, e.g. condensation on
the surrounding wall dripping onto the mirror, are expected to be prevented by the
system design.
The set-up for testing consists of a heated chamber where the mirrors are located
(see Figure 7.18). The mirrors are heated in a nitrogen atmosphere at ambient pressure
to 120 ◦C at 40 K h−1. Temperature during the test was monitored for the gas and
inside the mirror substrate. With the mirror at 120 ◦C, water vapour is added to the
chamber and the nitrogen flow stopped, keeping air from entering the chamber with
the constant gas flow. The mirror was left in this condition for 2 h. For cool-down,
the nitrogen flow is re-established and the water vapour flow stopped. The mirrors
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were cooled down to 50 ◦C over 3 h before being removed from the chamber. No
condensation marks were apparent on the mirror after removal.
N2 gas flow for purgingConnection pipe heated to achieve
target gas temperature
Outlet
Sample chamber heated to
prevent condensation
Heated pot for generation
of H2O (gas)
Figure 7.18: Set-up for testing of coating stability under water vapour atmosphere at
120 ◦C with most of the Al foil used for thermal insulation removed.
Two mirrors, 11 and 12, were exposed to the water vapour. They were chosen
because they showed two distinctive states in their defect progression: Mirror 11
already had places where flaking occurred as well as some remaining closed blisters,
while Mirror 12 only suffered small and medium-sized blisters with no flaking. The
state of damage for a small area on Mirror 11 is shown in Figure 7.17 b) in the previous
section.
After exposure, no immediate changes in the coating damage and optical properties
could be observed. The mirrors were stored in air for five days before further thermal
testing was conducted. The mirrors did not react noticeably differently to subsequent
testing than the other samples.
7.3.5 Reflectivity measurements at elevated temperature
Two mirrors were heated in vacuum to 300 ◦C and their specular reflectance measured
at elevated temperature. These were Sample 6, which was previously heated to 350 ◦C,
and Sample 8, which was not heated beyond 40 ◦C since manufacturing.
The measurements were carried out by I. Orlovskiy and E. Andreenko of the Na-
tional Research Center ‘Kurchatov Institute’, Moscow. The set-up uses a stabilised
tungsten lamp for illumination and a Monochromator LOMO MDR-204 plus pho-
tomultiplier for direct measurement of the specular reflectance through a vacuum
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window. All measurements were taken at an 8° incidence angle as governed by the
test set-up. Calibration of the set-up is achieved by in-air reflectance measurements
of the sample with the PerkinElmer Lambda 850 spectrophotometer at room temper-
ature and an in-air reference mirror in front of the vacuum window during the testing.
Even with careful calibration, the measurements at elevated temperature are seen as
relative measurements.
Figure 7.19: Relative specular reflectivity of Mirror 8 during a temperature cycle.
The embedded diagram shows the reflectivity evolution at different wavelength over
the cycle.
The temperature did not lead to damage of the coating or significant change in
optical properties for either mirror. Figure 7.19 shows the specular reflectivity of
Mirror 8 during the temperature excursion. The reflectivity variation at elevated
temperatures of 4% is within the measurement accuracy of the set-up.
7.3.6 Composition of the coating
The presence of titanium- and silicon-oxide as coating material with no significant
presence of other materials was shown by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of the coating were conducted in θ/θ-mode
in wide-angle arrangement and grazing incidence. Measurements of the coating as
manufactured and after exposure to 350 ◦C showed no crystalline phases of any stoi-
chiometric composition of Si- or Ti-oxide (<1 % detection limit). Measurement of the
sample heated to 420 ◦C, which exhibited the change in optical properties, revealed
the presence of well-crystallised TiO2 in the anatase phase and broader reflections of
a rutil TiO2 phase, likely caused by smaller crystal size or lattice defects. No other
TiOx-phases were found. The SiOx layers remained amorphous in all measurements.
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Full identification of the stoichiometric composition of the titanium oxide could not
be achieved as no method was found to determine the composition of the TiOx-layer
inside the coating. Based on the high optical quality of the coating and the presence
of well-formed TiO2 crystals after heating, it is assumed that the stoichiometry of the
titanium oxide coating layer is close to the target of TiO2. The reason for the delayed
crystallization of the titanium oxide compared to literature could not be determined.
7.3.7 Conclusions on dielectric mirror coating
The TiO2/SiO2 by S1Optics reached the desired mean specular reflectance in excess
of 98 % within the range of 460 to 663 nm. The reduced reflectance of the coating on
the stainless steel substrate was found to be linked to the increased roughness and
polishing texture of the non-electro-slag remelted substrate material. Apart from the
polishing marks, the stainless steel substrate was not found to exhibit a direct impact
on the optical properties of the coating.
The formation of bubbles and subsequent flaking of the coating seems to be linked
to local insufficient adhesion of the coating to the stainless steel substrate. With the
mirror samples featuring a reduced number of coating layers, the presence of a Cr or
SiO2 interlayer on the stainless steel reduced blister formation and flaking. The time
progression for the blister formation over several days underlines the need to conduct
testing beyond one or two cycles to show suitability of coatings for the nominal 20-year
lifetime of ITER.
The TiO2/SiO2 coating was found to exhibit stable reflectance to 350
◦C. Longer-
term coating stability at 260 ◦C was shown in tests with 55 thermal cycles and times
exceeding 1000 h. It was not affected by exposure to water vapour at 120 ◦C over 2 h.
The reason for the high thermal stability of the coating should be examined further
based on the preferable optical properties of SiO2/TiO2 material.
The high thermal stability of the coating described here compared to similar pub-
lished investigations is also seen as caution sign. The large range of reported coating
behaviour accentuates the difficulty with getting the coating right. The decision to use
a dielectric coating of this type should include long-term testing under realistic con-
ditions of the exact coating, manufacturer, machine and procedure, which is destined
for in-vacuum use in a fusion diagnostic system where a damaged coating cannot be
easily retrieved. Otherwise, protected aluminium, and depending on activation limits:
silver, are other options with slightly reduced reflectance.
Chapter 8
Summary and discussion
Diagnostic systems are required in nuclear fusion for machine control, machine pro-
tection and to improve the understanding of plasma physics. Photons are one of
the main carriers of information from the plasma region, being created by, or having
interacted with the plasma, in a number of ways. To enable the use of photons in
the wavelength range from ultraviolet to infrared, optical mirrors are required inside
the vacuum vessel to guide the light through the internal components of the rector
towards protected optical windows at the boundary to air. In this work, general con-
siderations on mirror design for fusion reactors are given and a solution specific to the
core CXRS diagnostic system of ITER is worked out.
The loads and environmental conditions as found close to the fusion plasma inside
the vacuum vessel are identified and discussed. These include high vacuum, neu-
tron and gamma radiation as well as particle, heat, general mechanical and electro-
mechanical loads. It is shown that especially the interaction of the different environ-
mental conditions limit the design space beyond what is found for other mirrors. One
example of a limitation arising from a combination of environmental conditions is the
restricted use of materials which exhibit radiation induced out-gassing, relevant in
fusion as both high energetic radiation and a man-made vacuum are present.
Existing mirror designs employed in fusion experiments and outside the fusion
field are analysed. It is found that no readily available design fulfils the combined
environment of a fusion reactor with extended DT operation. Especially the presence
of tritium and the increased activation by neutron irradiation is found to require
adapted solutions. Available mirror designs which satisfy or exceed a subset of the
fusion reactor conditions are discussed.
Generic design solutions of central functional aspects of mirrors in fusion are ex-
plored. The realizations are analysed and evaluated against the fusion environment.
Their scope of application is discussed together with their individual limitations and
advantages. An emphasis is put on robustness and long-term stability of the design as
maintenance possibilities are limited and require downtimes of months for even small
repairs. The general considerations are worked out on the topics of substrate material
selection, adjustment during assembly, maintenance and temperature control of the
system.
A comprehensive design for the second to seventh mirror of the ITER core CXRS
diagnostic is presented. The solution takes into account the specific requirements of
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the system: Limited space, high transmission in the visible light spectrum and a res-
olution of several mm through the 10 m long optical path, allowing for mirror surface
irregularities of 10 to 100 fringes. An emphasis is put on the maintainability and
decoupling of the mirrors from the diagnostic shielding module which acts as optical
bench but exhibits temperature instability. The proposed layout is an all-metallic
design with materials of similar thermal expansion. The mirror substrate is bolted to
the radiation shield from the side and can slide out with limited disassembly of the
whole system. Thermal-mechanical simulation is performed to study the feasibility of
the design. The design is found to be suitable for core CXRS.
Critical aspects of the proposed mirror design were identified and addressed with
prototypes. A prototype of the critical part in exchanging a mirror by remote handling
with positioning of the substrate within the tight optical tolerance with pins showed
no jamming during assembly and disassembly. The design of the positioning structure
was improved based on the prototype.
Manufacturability of an shaped internal cooling channel inside a stainless steel
substrate is shown by diffusion bonding and in accordance with the quality require-
ments of ITER. The full scale prototype exhibits perfect bonding at the extended
weld surface. Substrate deformation was found to be significant but workable with
the weld parameters producing a full bond.
The behaviour of a SiO2 / TiO2 dielectric multilayer coating on stainless steel
substrate was tested for a subset of ITER conditions, particularly exposure to elevated
temperature. The coating, optimised for a robust reflectance and minimised internal
stress, showed unexpected stability at ITER temperature conditions and up to 350 ◦C.
Blisters formation occurred, but did not impact the overall reflectance significantly.
The coating was found to be stable under water vapour atmosphere at 120 ◦C.
Overall, the design proposal for core CXRS is found to be suitable. The use of
an internal cooling channel as initially proposed is deemed disadvantageous with the
updated, stable feed water temperature at 70± 5 ◦C and the modified core CXRS
optical layout, featuring mirrors further from the plasma with reduced heating by
radiation. The internal fluid flow is not necessary to stabilise mirror temperature
during operation but increases manufacturing and maintenance complexity as well as
creates a risk of vacuum leaks.
The suitability of a multilayer dielectric coating under ITER conditions requires
further investigation. While the results for the SiO2/TiO2 coating on stainless steel
substrate were positive, the question of why exactly the thermal stability of this batch
exceeds literature values with no crystallization of the TiO2 until heated above 350
◦C
could not be answered. In case a dielectric coating is chosen, additional testing is
deemed necessary, including a full-scale prototype, preferably produced by the same
manufacturer as the final system.
The mirror concept proposed for core CXRS is not feasible as general design for
all ITER diagnostic systems. Adapting the solution to other diagnostic systems is
deemed possible within limits, especially where a similar, limited optical resolution
is required. Additional concepts for other ITER diagnostic systems and for a fusion
reactor can be generated based on the generic design considerations.
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List of symbols
Symbol Meaning Formula Unit
A Area m2
B Magnetic field T
E Young’s modulus N ·mm−2
e− ‘Electron’
F Force N
H Enthalpy J
I Electric current A
kB Boltzmann constant 8.617× 10−5 eV K−1
L, l Length m
Q Heat energy J
q Heat energy per area Q
A
J ·m−2
R optical reflectance; reflectivity 1
Rx, Ry, Rz Rotation around mirror local x, y, z mrad
Sy Yield strength of a material N ·mm−2
T Temperature ◦C
t Time s
V Electric field V ·m−1
X0 ‘Neutral atom’
Xn+ ‘Atom with n-times positive charge’
z Thickness m
α Instantaneous coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion
1
L
dL
dT
K−1
113
114 List of symbols
Symbol Meaning Formula Unit
αm Mean coefficient of thermal expansion
over a temperature range ∆ T
1
L
∆L
∆T
K−1
Γ˙ Volumetric heating W ·m−3
γ ‘Photon’
θ Angle to surface-normal incidence °
λ Thermal conductivity W ·m−1 ·K−1
µ Magnetic permeability H ·m−1
µ0 Vacuum magnetic permeability 4pi×10−7H ·m−1
ρ Density kg ·m−3
% Electric resistivity % = R·A
L
Ω ·m
List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Definition
316L(N)-IG The stainless steel grade 316, low carbon, controlled ni-
trogen in the ‘ITER Grade’ modification
ALARA (principle) As low as reasonably achievable
BES Beam emission spectroscopy
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
CXRS-core Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy on the
plasma core (ITER)
DEMO Demonstration fusion power plant
DOF Degree of freedom
dpa Displacements per atom
DSM Diagnostic shield module
D-T Deuterium-Tritium
EM Electromagnetic
EP Equatorial port (ITER)
FEM Finite element method
FPY Full power years
FZJ Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich
HIP Hot isostatic pressing
ITER ITER fusion reactor (name); also Latin for ‘The way’.
JT60U Upgraded Japan Torus; fusion experiment
KL11 Port number KL11 in the JET fusion experiment
MCNP Monte Carlo N-particle code
MSE Motional Stark effect (ITER diagnostic system)
115
116 List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Definition
PCS Polycrystalline silicon
RH Remote handling
SRD System requirements document (ITER)
TCWS Tokamak Cooling Water System (ITER)
TEXTOR Tokamak EXperiment for Technology Oriented Re-
search; fusion experiment
TIRR Tolerance on surface IRRegularity (ZEMAX software)
UDW Uniaxial diffusion welding
UP Upper port (ITER)
UPP Upper port plug (ITER)
VDE Vertical displacement event
ZEMAX Optical ray tracing software (name)
Appendices
A Fitting of optical tolerances
The node movement obtained by FEM software does not allow an immediate state-
ment on the suitability of a design with regard to its optical performance. For example,
ripples with an amplitude in the µm range might be out of specification while a change
in focal length with an associated local node movement of some mm is acceptable.
To interpret the FEM result of a mirror, two approaches are available: ray tracing
taking the deformed surface into account and splitting the surface deviations into
a set of defined movements and surface aberration shapes for which tolerances are
known. The ray tracing provides a definite answer on whether a certain mirror shape
is acceptable or not, assuming that the FEM simulation is accurate. But the ray-
tracing approach provides only limited information as to why a certain mirror shape
may not be acceptable: All deformations are mixed together and the impact of single
influences is masked.
More useful during initial development is the decomposition of node shifts into
a set of rigid body movements, surface shape changes and aberrations. With the
decomposed mirror surface changes, the effects of the loads can be understood, but a
statement on mirror adequacy is trickier.
For numerical tolerance calculations and systems with shape deviations compara-
ble to the classical aberrations such as tilt, focus and astigmatism, a convenient way
of specifying the tolerances are the Zernike polynomials [110]. The fringe formulation
of the Zernike polynomials, which is normalized to unity magnitude at the edge of
the pupil may be written in the form
Zeven(ρ, θ) = R
m
n (ρ)cos(mθ) (A.1)
Zodd(ρ, θ) = R
m
n (ρ)sin(mθ) (A.2)
where n,m ∈ Z≥0, n − m ≥ 0 and even. ρ and θ describe a unit circle in polar
coordinates, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ θ < 2pi. The radial polynomials Rmn are 0 for n = m
and, otherwise, are defined as
Rmn (ρ) =
(n−m)/2∑
s=0
(−1)s(n− s)!
s!((n+m)/2− s)!((n−m)/2− s)!ρ
n−2s (A.3)
The Zernike polynomials evaluated on a non-point-symmetric mirror are not orthonor-
mal at higher orders, thereby losing one of the main advantages of this formulation.
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As they are only used to communicate the tolerances in this work and are not eval-
uated for the classical aberration effects, no normalization of the polynomials to the
mirror outside shape was done.
Fitting the rigid body motions and Zernike polynomials for the mirrors in fusion
devices was found to be problematic because of the non-circular mirrors coupled with
significant shifts and thermal expansion. Especially the thermal expansion of non-
circular mirrors can lead to the calculation of a non-physical X and Y shift if not
accounted for. In addition, the difference in absolute node shift for the different
tolerances easily exceeds three orders of magnitude. Thus, it is critical that the
fitting of the rigid body motion is accurate in order to still be able to calculate the
remaining tolerances.
A.1 ANSYS APDL script for tolerance fitting
The fitting procedure, as described in the following, was implemented in the ANSYS
APDL scripting language. The script allows direct evaluation of the fitted results
within the ANSYS FEM software and allows full control over all inputs for testing.
The shape of the mirror surface is not limited.
The node location after meshing does not exactly coincide with the mirror surface
as described by either the 3D model surface or mathematical description of the surface
shape. In ANSYS version 14.4, the limit on position accuracy lies at 10 significant
digits, which are used for communicating the node locations to the solver (see Figure
A.1a). In addition, single nodes, especially on edges, are subject to additional initial
shifts; see Figure A.1b for an example where the effect was found on mid-side nodes.
No instance with accuracy of less than seven significant digits was found. The devia-
tion of the nodes is small enough to not affect the thermal and mechanical simulation
of the mirrors.
(a) (b)
Figure A.1: Deviations in sag [mm] of meshes generated by the ANSYS Workbench.
(a): Deviations in sag on edge nodes due from the limit of 10 significant digits with a
3D model located at 4 m from the model origin, calculated in mm. (b): Larger, single
node deviations on mid-side nodes in the same model.
The six rigid body motions are calculated with the transformation also used by
the software SigFit [91] and fitted by weighted linear least-squares regression analysis.
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The transformation is linearised with a small-angle assumption in the three rotational
directions. The best-fit node movement mi is given by the formulas
mxi = Tx + zi ∗Ry − yi ∗Rz (A.4)
myi = Ty − zi ∗Rx + xi ∗Rz (A.5)
mzi = Tz + yi ∗Rx − xi ∗Ry (A.6)
where xi, yi and zi represent the deviated locations of the i-th node. T and R are
the best-fit rigid body motion translations and rotations in directions x, y and z. For
the least squares fitting, the sum of the squared differences of node deviations di and
single-node best-fit movements mi is minimised. The weight for each node, wi, is
calculated from the surface area associated with the node.
min(
n∑
i=0
wi((dxi −mxi)2 + (dyi −myi)2 + (dzi −mzi)2)) (A.7)
The rigid body motion is evaluated on a circular area around the mirror optical
centre only (see Figure A.2). By restricting the fit of rigid body motion to an area
point symmetric on the mirror centre, thermal expansion does not result in a lateral
shift of the mirror. The circular shape is used as it allows a uniform mesh, minimising
mesh influence. Restricting the fitting of rigid body motion to a smaller area on the
surface does not pose a problem for the accuracy of the fit, as a mirror should not
be not warped to a degree where body motion fit is impacted significantly. Rotations
in X and Y are not subtracted when non-point-symmetric Zernike polynomials are
fitted.
Figure A.2: Rigid body motion fitting is limited to nodes in a point-symmetric area
centred on the optical centre to account for influences of thermal expansion. The
Zernike polynomials are evaluated on the whole mirror surface.
Solving Equation A.7 can be reformulated as solving for b the expression [28]
XTWXb = W TWY
with the matrices
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b =

Tx
Ty
Tz
Rx
Ry
Rz

, Y =

mx1
my1
mz1
mx2
...
mzn

, (A.8)
W =

w1 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 w1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 w1 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 w2 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 0 . . . wn

and X =

1 0 0 0 z1 −y1
0 1 0 −z1 0 x1
0 0 1 y1 −x1 0
1 0 0 0 z2 −y2
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 1 yn −xn 0

(A.9)
where n is the number of nodes to fit. In cases where less than the full six DOF,
as described by rigid body motion, are fitted, the matrices are assembled as required
for the reduced case.
Rigid body shift and rotation are balanced after subtraction of the initial mesh
aberration. The small-angle assumption is not used for rotating the body. By ab-
staining from the small angle linearization, artificial deformation of the mirror surface
is avoided, which is especially prominent in the case of mirrors with short focal length
and the relatively large rotation angles encountered in fusion diagnostic systems.
The tolerances based on the change in sag are fitted on the whole mirror surface.
For the core CXRS system, weighted least-squares fitting of the formulas, as given in
A.1 and A.3, is done for the desired set of aberrations. In case the rigid body motions
movement in Z-direction (bias) and rotations around x and y (tip/tilt) are included,
the resulting tolerances are added to the rigid body motions of the first fit to arrive
at the best fit in the least-squares sense.
Surface irregularity is calculated as the residual change in sag after subtraction of
all fitted shape deviations. The irregularity is calculated as peak-to-valley (P-V) and
as a plot of the mirror surface area (see Figure 6.20 for examples).
A.2 Achieved fitting accuracy
The accuracy of the fit achieved with the described method was tested by applying
the script to models with deviations of known amplitude. It was found that the
relationship of the fitting accuracy exhibits a complex relationship with the deviations
applied, which was expected based on the non-linear behaviour of the least-squares
fitting on the non-circular mirror surface. Because of this complex dependency of
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fit accuracy and applied deviation, only deviations up to values relevant for the core
CXRS were tested.
Testing was done by the fitting of test cases constructed in CATIA and ANSYS
with known shifts, expansions and deviations. For deviations at the upper limit of core
CXRS allowed tolerances, the six DOF for the rigid body motion were always fitted
within 2 % of the tolerance with thermal expansion of 70 ◦C present. With no thermal
expansion, fitting succeeded within 0.02 % of the tolerance, including all inaccuracies
from the geometry description in .stp format, meshing errors and the limited accuracy
of the math in ANSYS (variables as double). Based on the test cases, the script is
considered capable to also fit the first four terms of the Zernike polynomials in the
presence of the movements and thermal expansions, as encountered in core CXRS.
Fitting of further Zernike aberrations seems feasible based on the results but was not
tested.
B M2 welded prototype drawings
The two drawings are of the front and rear plates of the diffusion-welded internal
cooling channel prototype. The two plates are positioned during welding with two
pins in the edges of the blocks outside the mirror substrate volume. The pin holes are
not shown in the part drawings.
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